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ABSTRACT 
 
 This dissertation aims at examining the property management 
philosophies and practices of cemeteries with different religious 
backgrounds in attaining sustainable development. It is argued that, 
different institutional arrangements would affect cemeteries‟ 
performances in attaining sustainable development.  
 
 Regarding sustainable development, this dissertation adopts the 
definition used by the ecological school: the stock of natural capital and 
each component of if being constant or non-decreasing. The object of 
sustainable development in this dissertation is the values emanating from 
cemeteries, including any cultural and/or religious values concerning 
death and life. 
 
 Nine cemeteries in Hong Kong with different religious and secular 
backgrounds are examined with the three property management aspects 
proposed by Lai (2006), namely access restrictions, innovations, and the 
establishment of a platform of dialogue. Items examined in detail include 
physical barriers, security measures, opening hours, value-added 
activities, basic and additional facilities, zonings, vegetations, regulations 
and online services. Field inspections, online searches and enquiries are 
conducted for empirical findings. 
 
 Two orders have been deduced based on the author‟s understanding 
of the differences in the religions‟ doctrines. The general order infers that 
 xi 
theist-religious cemeteries are attaching more importance to cemeteries 
than quasi-religious cemeteries, and then the secular cemeteries. The 
specific order infers that Catholics place more importance on cemeteries 
than Protestants, and finally the Muslims. Eight refutable hypotheses are 
formed according to these two orders. They, together with the results 
from empirical findings, are summarized in Table A on p. xii of this 
dissertation.  
 
 Five out of eight hypotheses are not refuted. Every refuted hypothesis 
is accounted for by the special circumstances involved. It is concluded 
that religious backgrounds, representing differences in institutional 
arrangements, affect the performance of cemeteries in attaining 
sustainable development.  
 
 Two Roman Catacombs (the Catacombs of Saint Domitilla and the 
Catacombs of Saint Callixtus) are taken as references for the further 
development of sustainable development of cemeteries in Hong Kong. 
Through these two case studies, it is suggested that guided tours and 
recorded tours be arranged by the cemetery management; that the relation 
between the cemetery and its management and/or parent organizations be 
made closer; that innovative technologies and related articles be utilized 
through online services, and that more researches be done with the 
cooperation of academics in assisting the preservation of cemeteries.
 xii 
Table A: Summary Results for the Eight Hypotheses 
Hypotheses testing the relative 
performance of cemeteries in 
attaining sustainable development 
Test Results Theoretical Implications  
I.  The general order is 
followed in the functional 
purpose of access 
restrictions. 
Hypothesis 
is not 
refuted. 
Theist-religious cemeteries provide 
better protection and hence better 
value preservation of the cemetery 
than quasi-religious and then secular 
cemeteries. 
II. The specific order is 
followed in functional 
purpose of access 
restrictions. 
Hypothesis 
is refuted. 
There is no evidence supporting that 
protection given to the cemeteries is 
greatest for Catholic cemeteries, then 
the Protestant and finally the Muslim. 
III. The general order is 
followed in the activation of 
cemeteries. 
Hypothesis 
is refuted. 
There is no evidence supporting that 
religious belief is the sole reason 
affecting the activation of cemeteries. 
IV. The specific order is 
followed in the activation of 
cemeteries. 
Hypothesis 
is not 
refuted. 
The extent of activation of cemeteries 
is associated with on the doctrines of 
religions. 
V. The general order is 
followed in the conveyance 
of deeper meaning by 
gravestones designs. 
Hypothesis 
is not 
refuted. 
The theist-religious cemeteries create 
more value from their gravestones 
than quasi-religious and finally the 
secular cemeteries. 
VI. The specific order is 
followed in the conveyance 
of deeper meaning by 
gravestones designs. 
Hypothesis 
is not 
refuted. 
Catholic cemeteries create more value 
from their gravestones than Protestant 
cemeteries, and finally the Muslim 
cemetery. 
VII. The General Order is follow 
in the content of regulations 
emanating inner meanings. 
Hypothesis 
is not 
refuted. 
Theist-religious cemeteries better 
utilize the regulations as a means to 
convey deeper meanings and thus 
preservation of value than non-theist 
religious, and finally the secular 
cemeteries. 
VIII. The specific order is follow 
in the content of regulations 
emanating inner meanings. 
Hypothesis 
is refuted. 
There is no evidence supporting that 
religious belief is the sole reason 
affecting the way regulations are used 
to convey deeper meanings. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Cemeteries have a long history in the human society and can be dated 
back to ancient times. From a macroscopic perspective, cemeteries can be 
referred to any place concentrated with the burial of deceased. It has been 
in existence in nearly all nations. Attitudes towards cemetery held by 
people of different nations, tribes and religions vary. Notwithstanding the 
different beliefs towards cemeteries by different groups, two things 
regarding them are universal – the cultural values they preserve and the 
effect on their surrounding land use. While the former is good in nature, 
the latter is usually treated as a negative externality. Preserving the former 
while diminishing, or even transforming the latter into positive 
externalities, is conducive to sustainable development (Yu et al. 2000, Lai 
and Lorne 2006, Lorne 2009). This dissertation aims at examining the 
performance of cemeteries with different religious backgrounds, and thus 
different institutional arrangements, towards sustainability.  
 
Background 
 
Cemeteries are the burial places of the deceased. It goes along with 
the history of mankind. The first record of cemeteries in Hong Kong 
dated back to 1841 (Ko 2001) when the death rate of British army soared 
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due to the “Hong Kong Fever”. The Land Officer of the time wrote “A 
piece of land to the eastward of Cantonment Hill having by Government 
been allocated as the ground for the burial of the dead of Europeans and 
others” (Ko 2001, p.241). The development of cemetery (with public 
record) continued until recently. At present, there are 43 cemeteries in 
Hong Kong. 11 of them are public cemeteries managed by the Food and 
Environmental Hygiene Department (FEHD), formerly the Urban 
Services Department (USD) and the Regional Services Department 
(RSD). The rest are private cemeteries managed by the Board of 
Management of the Chinese Permanent Cemeteries (BMCPC) and some 
religious or private organizations. See Appendix I for a list of cemeteries 
in Hong Kong. 
 
Several cemeteries in Hong Kong provide ossarium and cremation 
service in addition to burial lots. Cremation has been widely adopted by 
Hong Kong people since the 1970s as a result of government‟s 
encouragement which was started in the 1950s (Teather 1999). Though 
cremation is considered as a norm in the Hong Kong society, interment is 
a normal choice for those who can afford the higher burial fee involved. 
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In this dissertation, focus is put on the burial service of a cemetery rather 
than ossarium. Regarding burial service, 3 types of burial lots are 
common in cemeteries in Hong Kong: permanent lots, renewable lots and 
exhumable lots. The details regarding each type of burial lots differ 
among the cemeteries in Hong Kong. 
 
Though having a long history and playing a significant part in the 
societal culture in Hong Kong, a modern Chinese society still dominated 
by Confucianism, many people in Hong Kong consider cemeteries as 
“dirt” or “pollution” (Teather and Lam 2001, p. 157) and that close 
contact between cemeteries and other land use, especially housing, should 
be avoided as far as possible.  
 
Culture Values of Cemeteries 
 
 A cemetery is the home of the deceased of a community. Whether the 
community is defined by race or by religious belief, the common value is 
presented and preserved by the cemetery. This kind of values is 
considered as the one of the objects to be preserved in sustainability.  
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Furthermore, the success of sustainability needs a “change of 
mind-set” aiming at what could happen rather than what should happen 
(Lai and Lorne 2006b, p.55, Lorne 2009). Sociologist Gidden states that 
“an entrepreneurial individual has the potential to change what is to be 
observed” and “to seek what is valuable”, which are consistent with the 
“broad objective of identifying constraints and the objective functions in 
the language of economists”, according to Lorne (2009, p.12). In 
attaining sustainability, one “extends the boundary of a firm” in the sense 
of macro-entrepreneurship (Lorne 2009, p. 17). Therefore, with the 
cemeteries putting more emphasis on their cultural values preserved, 
sustainability can be more achieved. Some may argue that the cultural 
value emanating from cemeteries can hardly be commodified and 
evaluated quantitatively by using accounting numbers. Yet, as sustainable 
development is “the intersection of economics, society and environment” 
(Lorne 2009, p. 18), Lorne suggested that the traditional accounting 
practices could not adequately capture such an intersection and that a 
“new denominator other than common currency of numbers”, an 
amalgam methodology of the three perspectives of seeking new objective 
functions, should be used (Lorne 2009, p. 19). 
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Negative Externalities Created by Cemeteries 
 
A cemetery is believed to have negative externalities on the 
surrounding areas, pushing down property value (Lo and Hui 2008). On 
the other hand, the areas near cemeteries are usually deserted or not fully 
utilized. This kind of under-utilization of land creases “waste” in an 
economic sense, especially in Hong Kong where land is scarce and 
expensive.  
 
Sustainable Development and Cemeteries 
 
The conventional belief is that economic progress and environment 
protection are mutually opposing goals. Surmounting this conventional 
belief is the concept of sustainable development. Heritage and culture can 
be viewed as special natural products needs to be protected in a sense of 
sustainable development as their conservation provides the use of the 
present as well as the future generations, and is a concept of conservation 
and preservation, according to the definition provided in Yu et al. (2000) 
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It is even more important to note the difference between weak 
sustainability and strong sustainability. The strong form of sustainability 
is defined as “keep[ing] the stock of natural capital and each component 
of it constant or non-decreasing” (Yu et al. 2000, p. 293). Apply strong 
sustainability in the case of cemeteries, sustainable development means 
the preservation of cultural values of cemeteries and the utilization of 
neighbouring land use. 
 
Therefore, this dissertation explores the different management 
philosophies and practices of cemeteries of different religious 
backgrounds, and thus different institutional arrangements, in achieving 
strong sustainability. It explores the importance of property management 
of cemeteries in relation to sustainable development in access restrictions, 
innovations and the establishment of a platform of dialogue for an 
exchange of ideas as suggested in Lai (2006).  
 
Research Context 
 
This research originates from the studies on sustainable development 
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by Yu et al. (2000), Lai (2006), Lai and Lorne (2006a) and Lai et al. 
(2006b). The above studies adopted a wide definition of sustainable 
development which makes application to real life examples more possible. 
Conceptual studies have been carried out, as well as empirical studies on 
man-made bird sanctuary in Mai Po, Hong Kong and the mining industry 
in Britannia Beach. This dissertation aims at exploring the case of 
cemeteries in Hong Kong. 
 
The idea of sustainable development is becoming more and more 
important in recent years due to the upsurge in the awareness of 
environment in society. As the ways of consumptive living of the present 
can be destructive to the future generations, many started to care about 
sustainability in material goods. Apart from material goods, more people 
started to care about the preservation of cultural and/or religious values. 
These values are within the scope of strong sustainable development, as 
mentioned above.  
 
The primary purpose of this dissertation is to explore the 
management philosophies and practices of cemeteries in Hong Kong 
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managed by different organizations and find out if these differences in 
philosophies and practices can lead to differences in achieving 
sustainability. Insights are then drawn from a case study of 2 foreign 
cemeteries as to the ways to further approach sustainability. 
 
There are many overseas studies regarding the development and 
management of cemeteries, but none of them explicitly deals with the 
relationship between their management and sustainability. Hence, this 
dissertation should make a contribution to the study of cemetery by: 
I. serving as a pioneer study on the different management philosophies 
and practices of cemeteries in Hong Kong; 
II. exploring the performance of cemeteries regarding sustainable 
development; and 
III. finding new methods in further approaching sustainability in 
cemeteries.  
 
Organization of the Dissertation 
 
 The style of this dissertation follows that of the Chicago Manual of 
 9 
Style as described in the book by Kate L. Turabian (Turabian 1996).  
   
 This dissertation consists of five chapters. After the introduction in 
Chapter One, the literature review in Chapter Two introduces the 
background of cemeteries in Hong Kong and the idea of sustainable 
development, and defines the key terms used in the dissertation. Chapter 
Three describes the hypotheses to be examined and the methodology 
employed, provides a basic outline of the method of collecting data. 
Chapter Four presents the empirical findings and analyzes them 
according to the theories proposed in previous studies undertaken by 
others. Meanwhile, a comparison between the cemeteries under 
investigation regarding their performance in sustainable development is 
carried out. After that, inspirations drawn from a case study of two 
foreign cemeteries (the Roman Catacombs) will be applied to the case of 
Hong Kong. Chapter Five concludes this dissertation and outlines the 
limitations of the research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 Cemeteries and sustainable development have been two popular 
research areas worldwide. Though research regarding the relationship 
between the two is in its infancy, the separate areas of studies are the 
foundations for this dissertation. As cemeteries are used for the burial of 
the deceased, they are closely related to “death”. The cultural 
perspectives of cemetery and death interfuse with each other. Therefore, 
the literature regarding the concept of death is also surveyed. 
 
Cemeteries 
 
 The general concept of the cemetery has been well examined all over 
the world. Definitions have been provided by Saxe (1970) as “a formal 
disposal area for the dead” and by Goldstein (1981) as “a formal, 
bounded, disposal area used exclusively for the dead” (Littleton 2002, p. 
105). Pardoe (1988) suggested four defining characteristics for cemetery, 
which are the number of internments, density, boundedness and 
exclusivity of use for burial. Two defining characteristics of a cemetery 
are later added by Littleton (2002): “preference for a specific location” 
and “deliberate maintenance of a location for a single function” (Littleton 
2002, p. 106).  
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 Koon (1999) conducted an international review on cemeteries and 
other related facilities from a geographical point of view. Teather (2001b) 
conducted a review on “death space”, mainly focused on Asia, reflecting 
the cultural beliefs towards cemeteries, fengshui, as well as grave 
furnishings by different Asian countries influenced by Confucian 
thinking.   
 
Management and Planning of Cemeteries Overseas 
 
 In other parts of the world, there is no lack of studies regarding the 
management and planning of cemeteries. The key studies are listed in 
Table 2.1, stating the country and focus of the corresponding study. These 
researches focus on ordinary cemeteries rather than famous cemeteries in 
tourism.  
 
 
Table 2.1 Researches regarding the management and planning of 
cemeteries overseas 
 
Author (Year) Country Focus of research 
Santarsiero et 
al. (2000) 
Italy Technical aspects of recovering burial sites 
and guidelines for the planning of 
cemeteries. 
Teather et al. 
(2001) 
Korea The ways Korean government deals with the 
needs of cemeteries in this modern era. 
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Author (Year) Country Focus of research 
New Zealand 
Wellington 
Government 
(2003) 
New 
Zealand 
A management plan to guide the operation 
and potential development of the cemeteries. 
Sagazio 
(2004) 
Australia Poor conditions of cemeteries and practical 
method in conserving them. 
Wilson and 
Robson 
(2004) 
Britain Current management of cemeteries and 
proposed improvement. 
 
Special Cemeteries 
   
Some famous cemeteries, as tourist spots, attract research into their 
history, developments, and preservation. These include the aboriginal 
burial practices in Hap Plain, Australia (Littleton 2002), the ambivalence 
between affection and ideology of colonial cemeteries in contemporary 
India (Chadha 2006), the potential abandonment of prominent Black 
Cemetery in New York (Gelin 2008), the existence of a Chinese cemetery 
in Victoria, the use of fengshui as a location index in Canada (Lai 1974), 
the conservation of Bukit China, Malaysia‟s biggest Chinese cemetery, 
into a historic park (Cartier 1993),the chronological order and its social 
implications of burials in the Narna cemetery in Bulgaria (Higham et al. 
2007), to name but a few. 
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Preservation of Cultural and Religious Values 
 
The main reason for the cemetery to attract so much attention from 
geographers, anthropologists and archaeologists is that it is a place as 
well as a landscape presenting immense social relations and patterns, 
cultural and/or religious value. 
 
According to Francaviglia (1971), a cemetery is a cultural landscape 
“deliberately created and highly organized” by the living in a community 
(Francaviglia 1971, p. 501). Cemeteries in the United States have been 
proved to be microcosms of the real world, binding a particular 
generation of men to the architectural, spatial preferences and prejudices 
of the American (Francaviglia 1971). Mortuary practices, which are 
highly related to the cemetery, are social phenomena, and can be analyzed 
as such (Cornell and Fahlander 2002). Some may argue that cemeteries 
show only the social culture of the dead but not the living. However, this 
is rebuked by several writers who maintain that patterns in the treatment 
of the dead provide the archaeologists and anthropologists with valuable 
information about the social relations of the living (Gamble 2001). The 
architecture, town planning and display of social status and racial 
segregation mirror the living rather than the dead as it is the living rather 
than the dead who create this visual and spatial expression of death 
(Francaviglia 1971). It is suggested by Ong (1999, p. 92) that “the 
revealed value of a choice location is as real estate; its hidden value is as 
a confluence of good fortune and social power”. The relationship between 
cemeteries building and the construction of national identities by the 
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Tamil in the LTTE-controlled areas of north-eastern Sri Lanka is studied 
by Natali (2008).  
 
Not only social patterns are revealed by cemeteries, discord and 
ambivalence of culture and historical events are revealed as well. The 
abandonment of a colonial cemetery in contemporary India has been used 
to explain the ambivalent meaning between a cultural product of a 
colonial ideology and personal bereavement (Chadha 2006). 
 
  People‟s understanding and perspective towards death are also 
reflected in the cemetery. Cemetery has two purposes, one functional and 
the other emotional (Francaviglia 1971). A cemetery is thus a place well 
reflecting people‟s perspectives towards death. Tremlett (2007, p.23) 
states that “the privileged contextual horizon for conventional 
anthropological and sociological approaches to death, dying and disposal 
has been the concept of culture”. Warner (1959) suggested that there were 
several atheist meanings of a cemetery to the living, which include the 
provision of suitable symbols to refer to and express the hope of 
immortality of man, and the reduction of man‟s anxiety and fear about 
death. Furthermore, the special treatment of the dead certainly implies 
some kind of idea concerning death (Cornell and Fahlander 2002). As 
one‟s perspective towards death is largely affected by the social culture as 
well as one‟s religious belief, the cemetery, “having spiritual and mystical 
overtones”, is a distinct and positive expression of religious ideology on 
land (Francaviglia 1971, p. 502) 
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 In addition, cemeteries are of great historical value in many 
archaeological works. Many studies have been using cemeteries as a main 
tool to understand the past, especially in search of social context. 
Examples are the search in demographic and social patterns of Midwest 
US since Euramerican settlement (Foster et al. 1998), social structure of 
the inhabitants using the Yuanjunmiao cemetery in Shansi Province China 
(Zhang 1985), social anthropology through a Neolithic cemetery in the 
Netherlands (Pieter 1979), mortuary trends and social context of 
Manassas, Virginia through a family cemetery (Little et al. 1992), Narna 
Cemetery in Bulgaria (Higham et al. 2007), cemeteries in the colonial 
America (Dethlefsen and Deetz 1966), the role of gender and social 
relationship through the American Southwest‟s cemeteries (Simon and 
Ravesloot 1995), social context of cremation through cemeteries in 
Anglo-Saxon England (Williams 2004), the social power in the early 
farming communities of Eastern Hungary (Chapman 1994), social 
context of the pre-historical times of Thailand (Glover 1980), the social 
interaction in the history of Knosso in Greece (Preston 1999), etc.  
 
The above reveals that much attention has been given to the cultural 
and religious values emanating from cemeteries by academics. Little 
similar regarding Hong Kong has been done. The following is some 
evidence showing that Hong Kong‟s cemeteries are also cultural 
landscape with immense cultural and religious values. Graves in Hong 
Kong are of “long-established cultural significance” (Teather and Lam 
2001, p. 156) and its burial customs are also unique as it is forced to 
evolve from the colonial times to the current pattern “more or less of its 
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own” (Wilson 1960, p. 115).  
 
Cemetery Tourism 
 
“Cemetery tourism” is a kind of cultural tourism, a subset of tourism 
that often includes travel involving music, arts, history or ethnic exchange 
(Meyer and Peter 2001). Currently, cemeteries of considerable number 
are frequently visited by tourists. Examples are the Pere-Lachaise in Paris, 
attracting over two million visitors a year, the Veaste Cemetery in Salford 
UK, St. Louis Cemetery No. 1 in New Orleans, the Dissidents Burial Site 
at Valparaiso in Chile, the Lenin Mausoleum in Russia, the Old Cemetery 
of Twelve Apostles, the Old St. Matthew‟s Cemetery and the Stahnsdorf 
Sourthwestern Cemetery in Berlin, the Shrine of St Francis in Assisi and 
the Catacombs in Rome, Italy.  
 
Stone (2006) suggested a dark tourism spectrum in which “dark 
resting places focus upon the cemetery or grave markers” were within the 
seven dark suppliers (the dark tourism products) (Stone 2006, p. 154). 
Cemetery tourism, revolving around a history-centric, conservational and 
commemorative ethic, is often used by planners to serve as a mechanism 
to promote visitation to an area, thereby conserving the structural 
integrity of landscape and architecture, as well as sustaining the ecology 
of local environments (Stone 2006 p. 154). Even more, according to the 
Association of Significant Cemeteries in Europe, a cemetery is an integral 
component of cultural heritage. Therefore, “those cemeteries with 
historical or artistic significance” have to be conserved (Stone 2006 p. 
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155). 
 
Figure 2.1 below shows the conceptual framework of dark tourism 
and their respective products. It should be noted that these products 
involve educational and conservational purposes. It therefore supports the 
idea that “cemetery” does create a certain kind of value, especially from 
the cultural point of view. 
 
 
Fig. 2.1 A dark tourism spectrum: perceived product features of dark 
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tourism within a “darkest-lightest” framework of supply (extracted from 
Stone 2006, p. 151). 
 
It has been pointed out in Meyer and Peter (2001) that the real 
problem leading to the negative consequences of cemetery tourism 
experienced by some communities is the poor management or the 
complete lack of management of the tourism component of an important 
cultural site. This view was testified by Wang and Sun (2007). In their 
study, the cleaning of the Temple and Cemetery of Confucius and the 
Kong Family Mansion in Qufu was the consequences of contradiction 
between heritage conservation and tourism development. In fact, this 
contradiction would not exist if proper management practices had been 
introduced. They support the idea of cemetery tourism which tourism 
enhances the preservation of culture and value. 
 
Other studies supporting the cultural aspect of cemetery tourism 
include Blom (2000)‟s morbid tourism, which includes cemetery tourism, 
which is mainly comprising of cultural beliefs. In addition, Heritage 
Destination Consulting, an international heritage interpretation and 
tourism destination consulting firm based in the United Kingdom, shares 
a very similar view that “Cemeteries and graveyards can be a powerful 
and important reminder of the past and an essential component of 
community local history”1. Cemetery is also perceived as a “historical 
microcosm of common identity and community that symbolized 
                                                     
1
 In the article Interpreting Graveyards & Cemeteries. See 
http://www.heritagedestination.com/cemetery-tourism.aspx 
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contemporary nationalism.” (Cartier 1993, p. 359) 
 
Apart from the cultural perspective, cemetery tourism also serves to 
preserve the fabric, landscape as well as open space of the place 
according to Cartier (1993) and Stone (2006).  
 
Cemeteries in Hong Kong and Neighboring Areas 
 
 This part concerns cemeteries in Hong Kong and neighbouring areas. 
Three aspects are included: burial and funeral practices, development of 
cemeteries and government‟s involvement. 
 
Burial and Funeral Practices 
 
 Historically a British colony maintaining much Chinese customs, 
Hong Kong‟s burial and funeral practices in the colonial times were 
widely studied by foreign academics. Some examples of research on the 
New Territories in the colonial period are Freedman (1963), 
anthropological analysis of Chinese religions (Watson 1976), burial 
customs in Hong Kong (Wilson 1960), Chinese funeral customs in the 
colonial Hong Kong (Waters 1991), old Chinese graves in Tsuen Wan 
District and the related Chinese burial customs (Hayes 1992), and 
Chinese culture of death in the Hong Kong Chinese experience (Lai and 
Chow 2006). The burial and funeral customs have been evolving during 
the past 50 years. Currently, there are different burial choices available to 
people with different preferences and financial ability. See Appendix II 
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for details. 
 
Development of Cemeteries 
 
The development of Hong Kong‟s cemeteries has undergone a series 
of phases. As mentioned in Chapter I, the first cemetery with official 
record is the Government Cemetery (now called Hong Kong Cemetery) at 
Happy Valley in 1841. At present, there are 43 cemeteries in Hong Kong. 
Figure 2.2 below shows the locations of 23 major cemeteries. Various 
researches regarding the development, management and planning of 
cemeteries in Hong Kong and its neighbouring areas are summarized in 
Table 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2  The location of cemeteries and columbaria in urban Hong 
Kong (extracted from Teather (1998, p. 26). It should be noted that not all 
the cemeteries in Hong Kong have been included in her studies. Please 
refer to Appendix I for the list of all cemeteries currently in use in Hong 
Kong) 
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Table 2.2 Major researches regarding cemeteries in Hong Kong and its 
neighbouring areas. 
 
Author (Year) Focus 
Ride (1963) Development of the Old Protestant Cemetery in Macau, the first 
cemetery in Macau. 
Smith (1985) Development of Government Cemetery in Happy Valley, the 
first Protestant burial ground in Hong Kong. 
Teather (1998) Development of Hong Kong‟s 23 major cemeteries. 
Cheung (1999) Design of a cemetery to be sustainable given the special 
circumstances of Hong Kong. 
Teather (1999) Change from burial to cremation in Hong Kong. 
Ko (2001) Development of cemeteries in Hong Kong since 1841 
Teather (2001a) Policies that the Guangzhou Government has taken to tackle the 
problem of cemeteries in the modern era. 
Teather and Lam 
(2001) 
Grave-sweeping festivals in Hong Kong and the perspective 
Hong Kong people hold towards graves. 
So (2007) Problem of existing hillside burials and the deficiency of 
columbaria facilities in Hong Kong. 
 
Government‟s involvement 
 
The Government, whether in the colonial or the SAR time, has been 
actively involved in the planning and management of cemeteries. 
Operations of cemeteries are governed by Cap 132 Public Health and 
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Municipal Services Ordinance, Laws of Hong Kong. It was enacted first 
in 1960.  
 
The Colonial Government had been dealing with the matter of 
hill-side burials by indigenous villagers (Chan 2003). Records from the 
Public Record Office of the Government Records Service of Hong Kong 
show that there the Colonial Government communicated with the 
cemetery operators frequently to discuss matters relating to cemeteries. 
For instance, not only the terms of land lease of a cemetery are discussed, 
the management structure of the cemetery‟s trustee is also intervened 
(HKRS-58-1-48-82)
2
. The fees suggested by the cemetery operator might 
be retorted by the Government for being too high. Control mechanism, 
ratio of different types of burial lots, and some management policies 
among the cemetery were also discussed between the Government and 
cemeteries, as shown by their correspondences (HKRS156-2-2746)
3
. In 
1922, the naming of cemeteries was also discussed between governmental 
bodies. 
 
The Legislative Council has been actively involved in matters 
relating to burial and cemetery. A keyword search was carried out with 
the records of the Legislative Council. It is found that discussions of 
cemetery-related issues focus mainly on the approval of Outline Zoning 
                                                     
2
 Record ID: HKRS-58-1-48-82 
Title: Mohammedan Mosque and Cemetery in Hong Kong – 4. Board of Trustees.  
Date 1st January 1934 – 29th June1938 
3
 Record ID: HKRS156-2-2746  
Title: Cemeteries – application for the grant of land for … from Hong Kong 
Buddhist Association Date: 9th
 
March 1966 – 7th March 1967 
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Plans and the construction of crematoria. No discussion regarding the 
management of cemetery was found. 
 
A key word search was done on the Information Services Department 
(HKISD) with the results summarized in Table 2.3.   
 
Table 2.3 Cemetery-related issues in HKISD 
Date  Focus 
04-11-2004 Better cemetery management pledged. 
06-11-2004 Planned registration system to govern service providers 
12-10-2005 Policy initiatives to ensure quality life including 
cemetery provisions. 
14-08-2006 Measures to boost cemetery security set up 
15-11-2006 Sea burial areas under study 
 
Different Perspectives towards Cemeteries 
 
Different religions and cultures hold different attitudes towards death 
and cemeteries. Given the fact that a considerable number of cemeteries 
are operated by religious bodies, it is necessary to understand their 
attitudes towards death and cemeteries. Only those religions and cultures 
affecting the cemeteries under investigations are examined here. 
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Religious Doctrines 
 
To understand the attitude of a religion towards death and cemetery, 
one has to also understand some of the basic religious doctrines. Recent 
studies regarding the different attitudes towards death by Hong Kong 
people of different religious beliefs include beliefs about death, death 
preparation and death anxiety of Hong Kong people by Chan et al. 
(2007). 
 
Catholicism 
 
Catholics admit the fragility and vulnerability of their existence and 
see themselves as part of the creation of God made in His own Image and 
likeness. Therefore, life has an intrinsic and sacred worth. They also see 
themselves as ones who have first been loved by God whom therefore 
deserve their total commitment. The dignity of the human person lies, 
above all, in the fact that he or she is called into a relationship (sonship) 
with God (Gaudium et Spes, Vatican II). In addition, interconnectedness 
exists between every individual – past, present and future - therefore, 
everyone share a responsibility for one another. This is the doctrine of the 
“Communion of Saints”, pronounced in the Nicene Creed cited in all 
Sunday Mass.  
 
The Catholic understanding of death is grounded on a belief in Jesus 
Christ, Son of the God, who suffered, died and resurrected (see for detail 
Markwell 2005). They believe in the “life everlasting” which continues 
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after death. The Nicene Creed states that Catholics “expect the 
resurrection of the dead, and the life of the world to come” (Wilhelm 
1911). They believe in the resurrection of the body and that soul cannot 
die. They also believe in the existence of Purgatory and Communion of 
Saints, which are not accepted by all Protestants. (Hanna 1911, Sollier 
1908) 
 
Based on the above beliefs, Catholics are respectful and not fearful 
towards cemeteries. They see the cemetery as a “Holy Place” as Saints 
may be resting there, a place blessed by the Church and dedicated to God 
as a place of worship, prayer and reflection on Divine truth and the 
purpose of life. It is a tradition for the Catholics to visit cemeteries and 
pray for the deceased. 
 
Protestantism 
 
 The beliefs of Protestants are generally similar to that of Catholics 
with several major differences. As they do not believe in the reality of 
Purgatory or Communion of Saints, the need to pray for those resting in 
the cemeteries does not exist. This is reflected by the view of the 
Protestant towards the meaning of a funeral ceremony, which is 
considered by to be serving the living rather than serving the deceased, a 
view that departs from its Catholic‟s origin (Fulton 1961). Therefore, 
though cemeteries are still respected, the level of respect and deference is 
far less significant than their Catholic counterparts. 
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Islam 
 
The Muslims believe in God (called Allah by Muslim), his last 
human messenger, Mohammed, and all other Semitic individuals treated 
as prophets from Adam to Jesus of Nazareth. However, only Allah is 
worshipped. Life is considered as being held in trust for Allah, and is thus 
also sacred. To the Muslim, death is indispensable for every living 
creature. It is a transition from this existence to a future life, the afterlife, 
a passage between two segments of a continuous life. Death is therefore 
not to be resisted or fought against, and is a subject encouraged to reflect 
on frequently (Sheikh 1998). Muslims believe that immediately following 
death, two angels come to the deceased and inquire him whether his had 
lived his life well. Prayers from the living are helpful at this stage. When 
the body enters the grave, the soul remains peaceful in the grave if it is 
going to Heaven, and begins to suffer if it is going to Hell. When the Day 
of Judgment comes, the resurrected souls and bodies will be judged by 
Allah. 
 
Hence, Muslim cemetery, a place with the dead buried there, is 
respected in any Muslim society. Praying is encouraged there. However, 
as the doctrine is that death is an immediate transition to the afterlife and 
whether the soul goes to Heaven or Hell is determined mainly during the 
inquiry by the two angels, the level of affection towards cemetery is not 
as pronounced as the Catholic‟s where resurrection is not immediate.  
 
Regarding the burial practices, early burial is preferred. At the burial 
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site, a grave deeper than the deceased‟s height is dug. No casket is used to 
hold the body, which is wrapped by white cloth. The deceased has to face 
Mecca in the grave. Wailing loudly for the dead, sacrifices and 
worshiping to the graves are not allowed. (Sarhill 2001) 
 
Buddhism 
 
 The theodicy in Buddhism is very different from those of the deist 
religions. There is no “only God” in Buddhism. The major asseveration is 
that life is a painful illusion caused by emotional attachment, and that 
suffering can be overcome by detachment (Piven 2003). Buddha pointed 
out the “Middle Path”, the central path, which through avoiding 
indulgence and mortification, and founded the four ennobling truths: 
those of anguish, its origins, its cessation, and the path leading to its 
cessation (Batchelor 1997, p. 1).  
 
The Buddhists believe in Reincarnation (rebirth). Hence, death is the 
vanishing of a human body and that true body exists forever. Its teaching 
emphasizes the ubiquity and inevitability of death and hence Buddhists 
tend to accept death with calmness and dignity (Keown 2005). Therefore, 
though they respect life, the meaning of cemeteries is less important to 
them than to the other religious as rebirth takes place after death.  
 
Given the differences between the perspectives of the faithful and the 
secular, some have suggested that a sectarian role of religions in 
preserving otherwise declining communities (Foster et al. 1998) in the 
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study of demographic and social patterns of the Midwest America since 
its Euramerican settlement.  
 
“Cultural” Perspectives 
 
Apart from the aforementioned religions, perspectives held by Hong 
Kong people towards cemeteries are largely affected by the Chinese 
culture, in which a vulgar form of Confucius dominates. Therefore, the 
following section discusses various “cultural” perspectives towards 
cemeteries. 
 
Confucianism 
 
 Many Chinese people‟s thinking is affected by Confucius. Ancient 
Chinese beliefs of death are codified in the texts of Confucius. In this 
modern era of Hong Kong, some of the forms of these traditional beliefs 
still persist. It is particularly true when death is concerned (Elizabeth 
1999).  
 
Confucianism stresses the importance of lineage connection and filial 
responsibilities. It requires a descendant to honour his deceased ancestors 
at their graveside at appropriate times. This shapes the customs of 
venerating ancestors in Hong Kong (Hayes 1992) and has had essential 
time-space implications in the territory (Teather et al. 2001). This 
veneration customs also creates cultural significance of maintaining ties 
with patrilineal places or origin. 
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Another example is gravestone design. The traditional omega-shapes 
grave with its worshiping platform is in fact an architectonic expression 
of the ancestor veneration in Confucianism (Teather 1997a; Chow and 
Teather 1998).  
 
The design of a cemetery is also affected by Confucius thinking. In 
Confucius thinking, a burial place should not resemble pleasure gardens. 
Rather, it should be in harmony with those who weep and mourn, as 
expressed by a leader of the Chinese community in a discussion 
concerning cemeteries at a Sanitary Board meeting in 1909 (Smith 1985). 
 
Fengshui 
 
The influence of Fengshui has been going in parallel to that of 
Confucius thinking. While it is a filial responsibility to venerate the 
deceased ancestors, failure of doing so or the neglect of such services 
would bring harm to the living family members (Hayes 1992). 
Conversely, if surviving descendants pay sufficient respect to the 
deceased, the deceased would in turn exercise a benevolent influence 
upon the lives and prosperity of the family (Wilson 1960).  
 
Furthermore, Fengshui is used as a guide for where and how to 
provide homes for the deceased – the graves. It remains a powerful 
concept in HK, as well as other overseas Chinese communities (Elizabeth 
1999). It is also believed that the Fengshui of the ancestors‟ graves would 
affect the current lives of the living descendants in both positive and 
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negative ways (Hayes 1992). 
 
Though ancestral grave is such a popular topic among Hong Kong 
people, during the ordinary dates, cemeteries or graves are regarded as 
dangerous places as they represent and connect luminal spaces (Teather 
and Lam 2001). People avoid contact with graves and cemeteries as far as 
possible in ordinary times, except the grave-sweeping festivals. 
 
On the one hand, fengshui encourage the avoidance of contact with 
cemeteries and graves on ordinary dates; on the other, it provides 
solutions to their unavoidable contact. Teather and Chow (2000, p. 320) 
mentioned an interaction between fengshui and residential flats with 
cemetery view. Simple fengshui measures such as hanging up mirrors to 
deflect the “bad qi (sha qi 煞氣)” emanating from cemeteries, are taken 
by the affected residents. 
 
The interaction between cultural belief and Protestant cemeteries‟ 
practice was examined in a case study by Soo (1991) that burial lots with 
good fengshui were designated as Canaan Land of higher price. 
 
Commonwealth War Graves Commission 
 
Though not being a religious organization, the Commission operates 
with its own aim and philosophy which are worth noticing. The 
Commission‟s ethos is to remember each person in the same way, no 
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matter who they were. The Commission sought perfection and 
permanence for the physical forms of commemoration, through 
architectural and horticultural works. It is stated in the official website 
that “the Commission hopes to encourage future generations to remember 
the sacrifice made by so many” through the preservation of memory of 
the deceased with simple dignity and true equality. It thus be seen that the 
Commission operates its cemeteries according to its own explicit 
principles. 
 
In fact, it is often argued that Buddhism is not a religion in the strict 
sense as it does not have a specific and only God. It may be defined as a 
polytheist religion. The definition of a religion and whether Buddhism is 
a religion or philosophy is out of the scope of this dissertation. In this 
dissertation, Buddhism is regarded as a non-theist religion
4
 while 
Catholicism, Protestantism and Muslim are regarded as theist-religions.  
 
Cemeteries’ Impact on Land Prices 
 
Given the aforementioned avoidance attitude towards cemeteries, it is 
conceivable that flat owners would try to avoid the flats with a cemetery 
view. This negative feeling towards cemetery would drive down its price. 
Empirical studies have been undertaken on this issue. Tse and Love (2000) 
tested that having a cemetery view have a negative influence on property 
values. Lo and Hui (2008) also proved that negative externalities of 
                                                     
4
 In particular, the HKBC and the CWWC is collectively regarded as 
“quasi-religious” cemeteries and the rationale is discussed later in Chapter III. 
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building environment (including an adjacent cemetery) is the most 
influential attribute that affects the quality of environment and the 
property price. This phenomenon of property prices near cemetery was 
also witnessed in the Minneapolis - St. Paul metropolitan area (Anderson 
and West 2006) and the Portland in Oregon (Netusil 2003) in the United 
States. It was also found that the -ve strength of a cemetery view on 
condominium price was much more prominent than that of a (+ve) sea 
view (Chin, Chau and Ng 2004). 
 
Sustainable Development 
 
 The most well-known definition of sustainable development would 
be “development which meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”, 
as defined in the report Common Future, or more popularly known as the 
Brundtland Report, by the United Nations‟ (UN) World Commission on 
Environment and Development (WCED 1987). However, it is too 
ambiguous. 
 
A more detailed definition used by the neoclassical economic school 
is that the welfare or consumption per capita has to be sustained, or the 
total capital (manmade, human plus natural capital) has to be maintained 
intact. There is an implicit assumption of substitutability of all forms of 
capita. This definition is called “weak sustainability” (Yu et al.2000, p. 
293). 
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However, the definition of weak sustainability is not precise enough 
as it incorporates the implicit assumption of substitutability of all forms 
of capital. This dissertation adopts the strong form of sustainability as 
advocated by the ecological school. To be sustainable in the strong form, 
in addition to the goal of sustainable total capital stocks, the stock of 
natural capital has to be kept constant or non-decreasing. No implicit 
assumption of substitutability is incorporated. Therefore, it is necessary to 
“keep the stock of natural capital and each component of it constant or 
non-decreasing”. (Yu et al.2000, p. 293). 
 
An analytical model concerning the fishermen, the environment and a 
power station is studied Yu et al. (2000). It is explained in the form of a 
graphic as shown in Figure 2.3. Two scenarios (with and without resource 
entitlements) are depicted in Yu et al. (2000). However, for the sake of 
simplicity, only the case without resource entitlements is discussed here. 
In fact, the difference of the result of a scenario with resource entitlement 
is the increased chance of upward shifting of the production function of 
fish, the “potential gain from cooperation” and the “potential saving in 
tax of the power station” (Yu et al. 2000, p. 299).  
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Fig. 2.3 Interaction between the power station and the fishermen without 
entitlements in strong sustainability (extracted from Yu et al. 2000, p. 
298) 
 
 In Fig. 2.3, both the positive Y axis and negative X axis represent the 
fish output (F), with the 45 degree line in the NW quadrant. The positive 
X axis represents the environment, with its purest state at e0. The negative 
Y axis represents the power station output. The trade-off between the 
environment and the power station output is expressed by the production 
function e(Q) in the SE quadrant, which is assumed to be linear for 
simplicity. 
 
For a power output q1, the environment is changed from e0 to e1, and 
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the corresponding fish output is f0 according to the original production 
function F0. Facing with this changing environment, the fishermen can 
respond which the outcome is either positive, which shifts F0 to F1, or 
negative which shifts F0 to F‟1. The fish output is changed to f1 and f1‟ 
respectively.  
 
As the more drastic the change in e, the less likely is there to be a 
positive reaction, a Schumpeterian production frontier of long balloon 
shape exists in the NE quadrant, denoted as F* in Fig. 2.3. F* is projected 
to the NW quadrant via the 45 degree line. Therefore, the output of fish 
and power station is defined probabilistically. 
 
The dark shaded area in the SW quadrant represents the possible gain 
from a positive reaction, where the output of power station and fish are 
both beyond the natural state. Strong sustainability is there achieved. The 
area to the right of f0 in the SW quadrant represents the possible loss from 
a negative reaction. 
 
According to Yu et al (2000) and Lorne (2009), the dark shaded area 
in the above model also illustrates how man-made capital (power station 
output) can enhance natural capital (fish output) in a win-win fashion 
beyond the natural state, instead of substituting each other.  
 
The link between sustainable development and property management 
lies on the basis stated in Lai and Lorne (2006a, p. 43): “Through a 
trading of rights, externalities become “internalized”, and thus market 
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failure need not happen”. “Based on this system of beliefs, not only value 
can be created from slavery, voting, war and peace, but also from 
marriage, affection, loyalty, sincerity, bravery, charity and religious 
beliefs.” This internalization processes through property management. 
Several practices are suggested and they are discussed in the following 
part. 
 
Regarding the objects to preserve in sustainable development, many 
researches point to cultural heritage as a candidate. These include Hong 
Kong Declaration (Asia and Pacific Leadership Forum on Sustainable 
Development for Cities 2004), 
 
Property Management 
 
There are different definitions for the profession “property 
management”. Cheng (1988) adopted an “operational definition” and 
regarded it as “a series of simple operations serving buildings”. On the 
other hand, Scarrett (1983, p.3) adopted a more “strategic definition”, 
stating that “property management seeks to control property interest 
having regard to the short and long term objectives of the estate owner 
and particularly to the purpose for which the interest is held”. There is no 
general universal definition for the profession property management. The 
above two definitions are not necessarily in conflict with each other (Yiu 
et al. (2005). In this dissertation, we adopt the strategic definition with the 
idea that proper property management that affects the long term interest 
of properties. 
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Property Management is in fact closely related to the success of 
sustainable development. It is an integral part of resource management 
for sustainable development due to its wide scope of works including 
resource use, conservation, enhancement and innovations (Lai 2006). It 
can transform “waste” or “pollution” into a value-added or value 
destruction process. (Lai 2006, p. 73) 
 
Property Management has its role in three special areas in sustainable 
development according to Lai (2006, p. 77). They are: 
 access restriction, and hence resource conservation; 
 innovation, and hence resource enhancement and the 
internalization of externalities and transformation of 
negative externalities into positive ones; and 
 the establishment of a platform of dialogue for an exchange 
of ideas for fostering mutually beneficial and 
environmentally friendly development or use. 
Each of them is briefly discussed below. 
 
Access Restrictions 
 
Barrett (2001) supports the use of access restrictions as the main and 
most effective method in preserving tropical biodiversity in places with 
weak institutions. In the conservation of historic relics in Hong Kong, 
access restrictions are particularly suggested to be very important by Lai 
et al. (2003). It should be noted that good access restrictions in 
sustainable development does not equal to total prohibition of access. 
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Rather, it is maximize the value of the relics with proper access control. 
For the case of cemeteries in Hong Kong, several instances show the 
importance of access restrictions. On 19 February, 2010, about 37 
gravestones and 130 stone vases in front of graves in Saint Michael‟s 
Catholic Cemetery were maliciously damaged by a trespasser, revealing 
the importance of proper access restrictions in preserving the property 
fabrics inside the cemetery as well as safety to the visitors. Back in 1963, 
about 70 squatter houses were found built on the Kowloon New 
Cemetery No. 7 in Ngau Tau Kok, showing the importance of proper 
access restrictions in preventing illegal occupants.  
 
Innovations 
 
It is suggested that “creative negotiation” is another important 
element in achieving sustainable development. (Lai and Lorne 2006b, p. 
55) Alternatives or opportunities have to be discovered. “Callallaxis” is 
also another process involving experiment and in a Schumpeterian sense 
during which new knowledge is invented (Lai and Lorne 2006a, p. 47). 
Innovations are also involved in technological breakthrough which affects 
the production function and hence to possibility of strong sustainability 
(Yu et al. 2000). 
 
A Platform of Dialogue for Sustainable Development 
 
The concept of involving tenants in property management has been 
promoted in the field of property management (Ngai 2000). A similar 
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concept of involving the stakeholder in conservation is also present in 
field pf heritage management (Aas 2005; Lai et al. 2003). Stakeholders 
shoule be involved as far as possible but their inputs have to be controlled. 
Establishing channels and platforms for communication between the 
management and the stakeholders are considered to be very essential. It 
has been pointed out in Lai and Lorne (2006b, p. 57) that negotiations 
had to be taken with parties having “a real stake in the locality”. A similar 
concept incorporating innovations is “catallaxis” (Lai and Lorne 2006a). 
In the model of Yu et al. (2000) which has been discussed in detail 
previously, the interaction and negotiation between the fishermen and 
power station owner is also a kind of catallaxis dialogue. The example 
given by Yu et al. is the use of the Fishing Act of 1985 which provides a 
basis for negotiations between the Taiwan Power Company and several 
fishermen associations on compensation and fishery investments. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
HYPOTHESES AND METHODOLOGY 
 
The aim of this dissertation is to investigate the performance of 
various Hong Kong cemeteries in achieving sustainable development by 
property management. For property management, the three property 
rights aspects conducive to sustainable development suggested by Lai 
(2006, p. 77) are critical. They are access restrictions, innovations and 
platform for dialogue. Property management practices concerning these 3 
property management aspects, as listed in the Table 3.1, are investigated 
in this dissertation. The object of sustainable development in this 
dissertation is the cultural and/or religious value or message emanating 
from the cemeteries.  
 
A considerable number of cemeteries in Hong Kong are operated by 
the private sector, and some of these operators have religious 
backgrounds. Given their different attitudes towards death and cemeteries 
as briefly explained in Chapter II, it is assumed that their management 
philosophies differ and this affect any achievement towards sustainability. 
The differences in religious background are taken as factors affecting 
institutional arrangements. Religions covered in this dissertation are 
Catholicism, Protestantism, Islam, Buddhism, and secular beliefs. The 
order of likelihood to attain sustainability is deduced from the author‟s 
understanding of their doctrines.
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Table 3.1 Property management practices in cemetery pertaining to 
sustainable development 
Property 
Rights Aspect 
Specific Aspect 
Relation with Sustainable 
Development 
Property 
Management / 
Facility 
Access 
restrictions & 
resource 
conservation 
Functional 
purpose 
To protect the value 
emanating from the 
property fabric of the 
cemetery from destruction.  
Physical barriers 
Security measures 
Emotional 
purpose 
To attract people to visit the 
cemetery and hence 
propagate its value. 
Physical barriers 
Security measures 
Opening hours 
Innovations, 
resource 
enhancement 
and 
transformation 
of externalities 
Activation 
To use the cemetery as a 
venue for value propagation Value-added 
functions To activate often neglected 
land. 
Facilities 
To facilitate individual and 
group visits. 
Facilities for 
visitors 
To enrich the cemetery‟s 
values. 
Additional 
facilities 
Space planning 
To enrich the cemetery‟s 
values. 
Zoning 
To widen the scope of value 
of natural habitat. 
Landscaping 
Platform of 
dialogue 
Communication 
To effuse the value through 
regulations. 
Use of 
Regulations 
To propagate the cemetery‟s 
values. 
Online services 
   
 As mentioned in Chapter II, Catholicism, Protestantism and Islam are 
monotheist religions, which acknowledge that there is only One God. 
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Buddhism does not have any equivalent concept and can be seen as a 
philosophy. The cemeteries of monotheist religions are grouped into 
“theist-religious cemeteries” in this dissertation.  
 
Buddhism is not a theist religion and its doctrine differs greatly from 
theist-religions. It has its own unique set of principles and philosophies. 
The case for SWWC is similar. Though set up as a secular cemetery 
officially, its operation follows its own rituals and philosophies. Given 
their unique and express philosophies, HKBC and SWWC are 
collectively referred to as the “quasi-religious cemeteries” in this 
dissertation.  
 
While to those who have theist beliefs, the secular people do not hold 
any clear or unanimous belief regarding the life after death. Therefore, 
secular cemeteries are assumed to attach the least importance to death and 
the cemetery among the theist and the quasi-religious cemeteries.  
 
Based on the above categorization and the religious doctrines as 
explained in Chapter II, two orders regarding the importance attached to 
cemetery by the management bodies are deduced. The first one, the 
General Order, concerns the three cemetery types. It proposes that the 
relative importance attached to cemetery goes in a descending order as 
follows: 
 
Theist-religions > Quasi-religions > Secular Beliefs 
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  Furthermore, within the theist-religious cemeteries, a Specific 
Order is deduced. Muslim is the only one believing determination of the 
destination of afterlife comes immediately after death. Therefore, the 
need to pray for the deceased is less than the Catholics‟ or the Protestants‟. 
They should be placing the least importance on cemeteries. The 
difference between Catholic and Protestant Doctrine is the Communion 
of Saints and the Purgatory. For Protestant, there is no Communion of 
Saints and thus no need to ask for their prayer and blessing at the 
cemetery. As there is no Purgatory for Protestants, there is no need to pray 
for all the deceased as they would either be in the Heaven, or in the Hell, 
who cannot be rescued anyway. Therefore, the motive to pray at the 
cemetery is less pronounced than the Catholics‟. Hence, the Specific 
Order goes in a descending order as follow: 
 
Catholics > Protestants > Muslims 
 
The hypotheses will be based separately on the above orders deduced 
from the respective religious doctrines. Nine cemeteries frequently visited 
and actively managed are examined in this dissertation. They are Saint 
Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery (SMCC), Holy Cross Catholic Cemetery 
(HCCC), Hong Kong Chinese Churches Union Pokfulam Road Cemetery 
(CCCUP), Hong Kong Chinese Churches Union Chinese Christian 
Cemetery Kowloon (CCCUK), Muslim Cemetery (MC), Hong Kong 
Buddhist Cemetery (HKBC), Sai Wan War Cemtery (SWWC), Chai Wan 
Chinese Permanent Cemetery (CWCPC), and New Cemetery Kowloon 
No. 8 (usually called Diamond Hill Urn Cemetery) (DHUC). The SMCC 
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and HCCC are Catholic cemeteries, and the HKCCUP and HKCCUK is 
Protestant cemeteries. The SMCC, HCCC, CCCUP, CCCUK and MC are 
collectively the theist-religious cemeteries. The HKBC and SWWC are 
quasi-religious cemeteries, and CWCPC and DHUC are “secular” 
cemeteries.  
 
HYPOTHESES 
 
Hypothesis I 
 
It is hypothesized generally that different degrees of importance are 
attached to cemeteries associated with different levels of physical 
protection of the cemetery. This is reflected in the performance of access 
restrictions of cemetery. As the focus is protection, only the functional 
purpose of access restrictions is considered.  
  
Hypothesis I 
Theist-religious cemeteries perform the best in achieving the functional 
purpose of access restrictions, followed by quasi-religious cemeteries, 
and finally secular cemeteries. 
 
If Hypothesis I is not refuted, we have grounds to say that religious 
cemeteries provide better protection to the cemeteries‟ property fabric and 
hence better preservation to the cemeteries‟ values and thus more 
conducive to sustainable development.  
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Hypothesis II 
 
 If Hypothesis I is not refuted, it is further hypothesized that with the 
theist-religious cemeteries, the specific order is followed in the functional 
purpose of access restrictions. 
 
Hypothesis II 
Catholic cemeteries perform the best in achieving the functional purpose 
of access restrictions, followed by Protestant cemeteries, and finally the 
Muslim cemetery. 
 
If Hypothesis II is not refuted, we have grounds to say that religious 
doctrines would affect the level of protection of a cemetery, and hence 
preservation of its value, and thus conducive to sustainable development. 
 
Hypothesis III 
 
 In the light of the different religions attitudes towards the cemetery, it 
is proposed that the extent to which the cemetery manager tries to activate 
their cemeteries is different, and reflecting the importance the religion 
attaches to the cemetery.  
 
Hypothesis III 
Theist-religious cemeteries do more things to activate their cemeteries, 
followed by quasi-religious cemeteries, and lastly the secular cemeteries. 
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 If Hypothesis III is not refuted, we have grounds to say that religious 
cemeteries are more likely to utilize their space more effectively to avoid 
the waste of land use.  
 
Hypothesis IV 
 
It is further suggested that the degree of which activation is carried 
out would depend on the doctrines of the religion. 
 
Hypothesis IV 
Catholic cemeteries do the most in activating the cemetery, followed by 
Protestant cemeteries, and lastly the Muslim cemetery. 
 
Hypothesis V 
 
 It is suggested that the design of gravestones in a cemetery also 
follows the general attitudes towards death. Therefore, the cultural and/or 
religious meanings emanating from gravestone design follows the orders 
deduced. 
 
Hypothesis V 
The amount of inner messages emanating from gravestones is the largest 
for the theist-religious cemeteries, then quasi-religious, and lastly the 
secular. 
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Hypothesis VI 
 
If Hypothesis V is not refuted, it is further suggested that for the 
theist-religious cemeteries, the number of meanings emanating from 
gravestone design follow the specific order. 
 
Hypothesis VI 
The amount of inner messages emanating from gravestones is the largest 
for Catholic cemeteries, then Protestant cemeteries, and lastly the Muslim 
cemetery. 
 
Hypothesis VII 
 
 It is suggested that, in the light of the religious doctrines, 
theist-religious cemetery operators use their cemeteries as venues to 
witness and spread their religious beliefs. Therefore, the content of the 
regulations for its visitors may emanate certain cultural and/or religious 
messages. 
 
Hypothesis VII 
The extent of cultural and/or religious messages emanating from the 
content of cemetery regulations is the largest for the theist-religious 
cemeteries, then the quasi-religious, and lastly, the secular. 
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Hypothesis VIII 
 
If Hypothesis VII is not refuted, it is further suggested that within the 
theist-religious cemeteries, the amount of messages emanating from the 
regulations is consistent the specific order. 
 
Hypothesis VIII 
The extent of cultural and/or religious messages emanating from the 
content of cemetery regulations is the largest for the Catholic cemeteries, 
and then the Protestant, and lastly, Muslim. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Methodologies of previous studies concerning cemeteries vary with 
their focused subjects. Most of them are qualitative by nature. They cover 
such aspects as social context, literature review, comparative analysis, 
locality analysis and case study. Those examining the influence of a 
cemetery view on property value use hedonic regression. As this 
dissertation concerns the value emanating from a cemetery, which is 
difficult to quantify with traditional currency value (Lorne, 2009) as 
explained in Chapter I, multiple case studies are adopted with the help of 
interpretive techniques, coding and recursive abstraction in data analysis. 
 
Strong Sustainability of Cemeteries 
 
 The Yu‟s model concerning the interaction between fish output and 
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power station output is adopted in the case of cemeteries in Hong Kong, 
with graphic presentation shown in Figure 3.1.  
 
 
Fig. 3.1 Interaction between cemeteries and neighboring areas (extracted 
from Yu et al. 2000, p. 298) 
 
The negative Y axis represents the abundance of value emanating 
from a cemetery (Q). The positive X axis represents the neighboring 
environment. It follows the traditional Chinese belief that cemetery is a 
“pollution” to the environment as explained in Chapter II. At the purest 
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state of environment (e0) there is no cemetery and thus no value 
emanating from it. With more cemeteries in an area, pollution done to 
neighboring area is more, and at the same time, value emanating from 
cemeteries is higher. The positive Y and negative X axes represent the 
output of neighboring areas (F), including land price, utility rate, etc. The 
logic between the interaction of cemeteries and neighboring areas follows 
the Yu‟s model concerning fish and power station in Yu et al. (2000). The 
following property management practices aims at enlarging the dark 
shaded area in Fig. 3.1, the possibility that strong sustainability is 
achieved. 
 
Cemeteries under Investigation 
 
 Cemeteries in this dissertation refer to the public and private 
cemeteries in the Public Health and Municipal Services Ordinance (Cap. 
132, Laws of Hong Kong). Schedule 5 to the Ordinance, Cemeteries, 
Crematoria and Gardens of Remembrance, provides a list of such 
facilities in Hong Kong. Only those in Part I (public cemeteries), Part II 
(private cemeteries), and Part IVA (Commonwealth War Graves 
Commission Cemeteries) are included. The others are excluded as their 
major function is either cremation or the storage of ashes which are out of 
the scope of this dissertation.  
 
 Nine cemeteries of different religious backgrounds are chosen from 
the aforementioned list for detailed case studies .They are chosen not 
based on random sampling, but on the high frequency of visitation. These 
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would provide us with more useful information as the data collected will 
be related more to the general situation of cemeteries in Hong Kong.  
 
Methods to Investigate 
 
 Site visits are carried out at these nine cemeteries from June 2009 to 
February 2010. Related information is obtained from their cemetery 
offices as well as head offices. Online search is done regarding any online 
services.  
 
Items to be Investigated 
 
As mentioned in Chapter II, this dissertation examines the three 
aspects of property management in relation to sustainable development as 
suggested by Lai (2006). The methodology, the data to be collected and 
the method in collecting data are briefly discussed as follows.   
 
Access Restrictions 
 
For the first aspects, access restrictions and hence resource 
conservation, two perspectives are included: functional and emotional 
purposes. The first perspective concerns the effectiveness in safeguarding 
the cemetery from trespassers‟ illegal entry and thus conserving the 
resource and value of the cemetery from destruction. Items to be assessed 
are summarized in the Table 3.2. Coding is used to transform the situation 
of the assessed items into a 3-point score system. 
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Table 3.2 Assessment criteria for access restrictions (functional purpose) 
Item Score Criteria 
Walls 3 The walls are of effective height (about 2m) and their coverage is wide 
enough to block out contact from the main pedestrian road. 
2 One of the criteria for 3 point is not satisfied. 
1 There is wall but none of the criteria for 3 points is satisfied. 
0 There is no wall at all. 
Periphery 
Enclosures 
3 The cemetery is enclosed fully physically of an effective height (about 2m) 
and effective design in blocking trespassers. 
2 One of the criteria for 3- point is not satisfied. 
1 Two of the criteria for 3-pointar are not satisfied. 
0 There is no periphery enclosure at all. 
Entrances 
and Gates 
3 The number of entrances is limited, gates of effective height and design are 
installed to control the access. 
2 One of the criteria for 3-point is not satisfied. 
1 Two of the criteria for 3-point are not satisfied. 
0 Entrances are everywhere or there is no gate at all. 
Cemetery 
Office 
3 The location of the cemetery office is effective in supervising the entrance of 
the cemetery. 
2 The location of the cemetery office is effective in supervising the access of 
the area with important facilities. 
1 The location of cemetery is ineffective in supervising neither the entrance 
nor the area with important facilities. 
0 There is no cemetery office at all. 
Surveillance 
Devices 
3 Surveillance devices cover all entrances and other important areas of the 
cemetery. 
2 Surveillance devices cover only the entrances or important areas of the 
cemetery. 
1 Surveillance devices cover only part of the cemetery, but ineffectively in 
monitoring the entrances or important areas. 
0 There is no surveillance device at all. 
Dogs 3 Dogs are kept and allowed to move freely with their presence made aware to 
visitors. 
2 Dogs are kept in separated areas readily visible to visitors in the cemetery. 
1 Dogs are kept in separated areas not readily visible to visitors. 
0 No dogs are kept. 
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 For the emotional purpose, the aim is to configure a feeling of peace 
and welcome to the visitors in order to attract them from visiting, or 
minimizing the sense of horror or unpleasant traditionally known to Hong 
Kong people so as to enhance the conservation of the cemetery‟s value. 
The assessment criteria are for the cemetery to present a sense of 
welcome rather than a sense of rejection. Assume one has never been to 
the cemetery, he will be more likely to visit it if a sense of welcome is 
presented and vice versa. Therefore, only those elements affecting a 
visitor before he enters the cemetery are included. The nine cemeteries 
are rated against the items and the respective criteria set out in Table 3.3 
with a three-point scale.  
 
Table 3.3 Assessment criteria for access restrictions (emotional purpose) 
 
Items Score Criteria 
Enclosure 3 A substantial portion of the cemetery is made visible to visitors 
outside the cemetery even not at the entrance. 
2 A substantial portion of the cemetery is made visible to visitors 
outside the cemetery only at the entrance. 
1 Only a limited part of the cemetery is made visible to the visitors 
outside the cemetery even at the entrance. 
0 Nothing of the cemetery is made visible to the visitors outside the 
cemetery. 
Dogs 3 No dog is visible to visitors outside the cemetery. 
2 Any 2 of the criteria for 0-point are not satisfied.  
1 Any 1 of the criteria for 0-point is not satisfied. 
0 More than 3 dogs kept by the cemetery are made visible to 
visitors outside the cemetery. The dogs are allowed to move 
freely anywhere. 
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Opening 
Hours 
3 The cemetery opens beyond the normal working hour (opens 
earlier than 9am and closes later than 6pm). 
2 The cemetery either opens earlier than 9am or closes later than 
6pm, and the opening hours are longer than 9 hours a day. 
1 The cemetery opens as normal working hour, or 9 hours a day. 
0 The cemetery opens less than 9 hours a day. 
 
Innovations 
 
For this aspect, innovations and hence resource enhancement and the 
internalization of externalities and transformation of negative 
externalities into positive ones, 3 specific aspects are considered: 
activation, facilities and space planning.  
 
Activation 
 
Activation is referred to the more frequent usage of the cemetery, a 
usually neglected portion of land which constitutes “waste”, to fully 
utilize the land, and on the use of the cemetery as a venue for value 
propagation. The major purpose of a cemetery is the burial of deceased. 
With the special Chinese cultural background, it is considered as 
dangerous in the eyes of many Hong Kong people. Together with other 
reasons, cemeteries in general are rarely visited except during the 
grave-sweeping festivals.  
 
This usually neglected portion of land creates a “waste” as the land is 
not fully utilized. Any value-added functions organized by the cemetery, 
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or jointly organized by the cemetery and other organizations, using the 
cemetery as the venue, are included. The nature, frequency and number of 
attendees of such functions are taken into account. With these 
value-added functions, which are not traditional for cemeteries in Hong 
Kong, innovation is used as a tool to attain sustainable development. 
 
Facilities 
 
Facilities are further split into basic and additional according to its 
nature. Basic facilities are those auxiliary to or assisting the basic 
function of a cemetery - the burial and commemoration of the deceased. 
To be sustainable, individual and/or group visits have to be facilitated so 
that value of the cemetery can be propagated and thus preserved. It 
examines the convenience or inconvenience the cemetery brings to its 
visitors during the visit, thus items included in the previous part (Access 
Restrictions) are exempted. Both items of encouraging and discouraging 
visitors, both individual and group, from taking a visit are examined. To 
be detailed, facilities included are the sanitary facilities, garbage bins, 
maps, signage, lightings, car parks, water access, kiosks, benches, 
passages, and any other related provisions. 
 
It should be noted that though furnaces are provided by some of the 
cemeteries and are actually used for commemoration ritual, they are 
excluded from the investigating items as the act of combustion are not 
allowed in some of the cemeteries due to religious reasons.  
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A three-point scale is used to rate these items. 3-point is allocated to 
those items which location, design and number are sufficient and 
effective to serve the whole cemetery. 2-point is allocated to those items 
which location, design and number are sufficient and effective to serve 
part of the cemetery. 1-point is allocated to those items only sufficient to 
serve a very limited portion of the cemetery. 0-point is given for the 
absence or malfunction of facilities.  
 
Additional facility aims at enriching the value emanating from the 
cemetery. It is defined as any facility not contributing to the normal 
function of a cemetery, i.e., the burial and commemoration of the 
deceased. Therefore, items investigated include any symbols
5
, wordage, 
and structures other than functional use; publications or other tangible 
provisions introducing the cemetery and/or its facilities; broadcasting 
systems, and gravestone design. They are all deliberate expression of 
messages. The amount, nature and location of these provisions are 
compared and analyzed.  
 
Especial attention is given to gravestone design. Features of 
gravestones in different cemeteries are examined. Data about gravestone 
design are collected on-site. At least 100 gravestone data are collected 
from each cemetery. To eliminate the effects of race and wealth difference 
of the deceased, only the average gravestones
6
 of Chinese are included in 
                                                     
5
 The structure of and ossaria is disregarded as its presence is for functional use, and 
the use of ossaria is out of the scope of this dissertation. However, any symbols 
mounted or carved on it will be counted in computing the score for “Symbols”. 
6
 Sections with gravestones representing most of the cemetery‟s gravestones are 
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the survey. Each element contributing to the increase in value of the 
cemetery scores 1 point. These elements include any carving of patterns, 
statues, wordage other than basic information that gravestone generally 
possesses, and other items not usually appear on a gravestone. 
 
Space Planning 
 
In space planning, two ways emerge. One is zoning for the burial of 
special personage in order to enrich the value. The zoning policies of the 
cemeteries are examined and compared.  
 
Another aspect in space planning is the vegetation which includes 
artificial vegetation and preservation of natural landscape with a view to 
widening the scope of value. Items to be examined and their respective 
assessment criteria are listed in Table 3.4. As different items adopt 
different rating systems and therefore the total score for a cemetery serves 
as a reference only and cannot be compared with one another directly. 
 
Table 3.4 Assessment criteria for vegetation 
 
Items Assessment Criteria 
Gardening Score depends on the number of types of items. Each type 
of gardening gains 1 point. 
Natural Preservation Score depends on the number of types of items. Each type 
of natural environment gains 1 point. 
                                                                                                                                                        
chosen for this purpose, with regard to their size, features, and locations. 
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Vegetation at individual 
gravestones 
Score depends on the extent of popularity or commonness 
of this practice in the cemetery.  
3 points: Every gravestone has its own plant. 
2 points: At least 1 for every step
7
. 
1 point: At least 1 for every section. 
0 points: Less than 1 for every section or not applicable.  
Application on 
functional facilities 
Score depends on the number of types of items. Each type 
of application gains 1 point. 
 
Platform for dialogue 
 
This last property management aspect, the establishment of a 
platform of dialogue for an exchange of ideas for fostering mutually 
beneficial and environmentally friendly development or use, is concerned 
with communication. Regarding the value of cemetery, sustainability is 
attained by effusing the value into the regulations and propagating the 
value to the public through online services. 
 
Regulations 
 
 Regulations, in additional to restricting destructive behavior, are used 
to explicitly express or convey messages to the visitors in attaining 
sustainability. It conveys the inner logic or thinking of the cemetery to the 
visitors so that collaboration of the visitors with the cemetery is more 
likely to happen. It is essential to note the difference between the effects 
of regulations and symbols, wordage and structures as in additional 
                                                     
7
 All the cemeteries are divided into sections, and then sub-divided into steps. 
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facilities. Though both of them help convey inner messages, regulations 
are explicitly stated and are treated as instantly understood by the visitors 
whereas symbols, wordage and structures convey the messages in an 
implicitly way, usually with artistic elements, and may not be understood 
by visitors unless explanations or annotations are given. It is not the 
intention to suggest which way is better in conveying messages in this 
dissertation. Rather, the difference of these two methods makes the ways 
of cemetery‟s value preservation more plentiful, which in turn increase 
the cemetery‟s value. 
 
Only those regulations made aware to visitors in the cemetery is 
concerned as they are the most effective and visible to the visitors. Both 
the degree of concentration for the regulations in the cemetery and their 
content are analyzed. In analyzing the concentration of regulations, the 
way in which the regulations are made to visitors are examined. In 
particular, the presence of a notice board or regulation board is stressed. 
In analyzing the content of regulations, those reflecting or communicating 
the inner value of the cemetery, whether cultural or religious, are stressed. 
 
Online Services 
 
Twenty years ago, online services may be categorized as one of the 
innovations. However, it this era where internet is so common that nearly 
all of the public service providers provide such services, it is categorized 
as a platform to dialogue. Moreover, the internet, being an application of 
web 2.0, is characterized by the facilitation of information sharing. An 
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online services should be advantageous to the communication between 
the cemetery and its visitors. The nature of online services provided by 
the cemeteries are compared and analyzed. Special attention is given to 
the amount of information provided online.  
 
Case Study of Foreign Cemeteries 
 
 After analyzing the performance of cemeteries in attaining 
sustainable development, a case study on two famous foreign cemeteries, 
the Catacombs of Saint Callixtus (CSC) and the Catacombs of Saint 
Domitilla (CSD), is carry out with reference to the same three property 
management aspects. Journal articles and other resources are referred to 
rather than personal site visits. Though these cemeteries are no longer 
used as a cemetery for ordinary people nowadays, they are undoubtedly 
preserving the cultural as well as religious value of the catacombs (which 
basically serve as a cemetery) very well. Therefore, inspirations are 
drawn from them in attaining sustainable development Extracts from the 
case study are then applied to the Hong Kong case. Finally, suggestions 
as to how cemeteries could be more sustainable are given.  
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CHAPETER IV 
 
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 
 
 This chapter consists of two parts. The first part presents the 
empirical findings and their interpretations according to the three 
property management aspects. The second deals with a case study of two 
foreign famous cemeteries and the suggestions drawn from them. 
 
Access Restrictions 
 
Separate analyses for functional and emotional purpose are 
presented first, followed by an analysis taking the two as a whole. 
 
Functional Purpose 
 
 With the assessment criteria listed in Table 3.2, the items related to 
the functional purpose are assessed and summarized in Table 4.1.   
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Table 4.1 Empirical findings for access restrictions (functional purpose) 
 
Cemetery Walls Periphery 
Enclosures 
Gates & 
Entrances 
Cemetery 
Office 
Surveillance 
Devices 
Dogs Total 
SMCC 3 2 3 3 1 2 14 
HCCC 3 1 3 3 1 2 13 
CCCUP 3 2 1 3 1 3 13 
CCCUK 3 3 3 3 1 3 16 
MC 3 2 3 0 1 3 12 
HKBC 0 2 1 2 2 2 9 
SWWC 3 2 1 3 0 0 9 
CWCPC 1 1 2 2 1 0 8 
DHUC 0 1 0 1 1 0 3 
 
The two Catholic, two Protestant and the Muslim cemeteries score 
the highest among the 9 cemeteries. It shows that these theist-religious 
cemeteries impose stricter control on access than other cemeteries by 
various physical means. The HKBC and SWWC score the second highest, 
showing that quasi-religious cemeteries impose certain control on access. 
The cemeteries scoring the lowest are the CWCPC and DHUC, the two 
secular cemeteries.  
 
The result is consistent with Hypothesis I that theist-religious 
cemeteries perform the best in functional purpose of access restrictions, 
followed by quasi-religious cemeteries, and lastly the secular cemeteries. 
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Regarding the ranking within the theist-religions cemeteries, the 
result is not exactly consistent with Hypothesis II. Protestant cemeteries 
score higher on average than Catholic cemeteries. Though more 
importance should be attached to death and cemetery by Catholic than 
Protestant in theory, the actual performance on functional purpose of 
access restrictions are better for Protestant cemeteries than Catholic 
cemeteries. 
 
This deviation from hypothesis may be explained by the 
combination of use of the Protestant cemeteries. Both the office buildings 
inside the two Protestant cemeteries are not for the sole purpose of the 
cemeteries‟ operations. Rather, it is for the purpose and operations of the 
parent organizations. However, on the other hand, office buildings in the 
two Catholic Cemeteries are for the sole purpose of the operation of the 
cemeteries. Therefore, the enhanced access restriction in the Protestant 
cemeteries is suggested to be responding to the increased demand by 
these non-cemetery-related office buildings. This view is supported in the 
setting of the CCCUP, where the cemetery is divided into two big 
sections by the Victoria Road. The cemetery area bounded by Pokfulam 
Road and Victoria Road is referred as Section A in this Chapter, and the 
cemetery located in between Victoria Road, Sandy Bay Road and Sha 
Wan Drive is referred as Section B, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.  
 
The office building, as marked in Figure 4.1, is situated in Section 
A next to the Pokfulam Road. The whole periphery is well enclosed by 
physical means. All the entrances are installed with gates of defensive 
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design, as illustrated in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. However, none of the 
entrances of Section B, where there is no office, is installed with any gate. 
Either it is closed with a piece of iron chain, or it is left open, as 
illustrated in Figure 4.4. This big contradiction regarding the mode of 
entrances suggests the stringent access restrictions for Section A are for 
the protection of the office building rather than the cemetery. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Sectioning of the CCCUP (modified from the map obtained 
from the Statutory Plan Portal of Town Planning Board) 
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Figure 4.2 Office building at Pokfulam Road: Tall concrete walls and tall 
gates steel gates are installed for areas near the office building. (Photo 
taken by author on 22nd Feb 2010) 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Entrance of Section A at Victoria Road: A short gate with 
defensive sharpened points is installed (Photo taken by author on 22nd 
Feb 2010).  
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Fig. 4.4 An entrance of Section B at Victoria Road left open (Photo taken 
by author on 22nd Feb 2010) 
 
Emotional Purpose 
 
 According to the items and criteria listed in Table 3.3 in Chapter III, 
the assessment is summarized in Table 4.2.  
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Table 4.2 Empirical findings for access restrictions (emotional purpose) 
 
Cemeteries Enclosures Dogs Opening Hours Total 
SMCC 3 3 3 9 
HCCC 3 3 3 9 
CCCUP 2 0 2 4 
CCCUK 1 1 2 4 
MC 2 3 1 6 
HKBC 3 2 1 6 
SWWC 3 3 1 7 
CWCPC 3 3 1 7 
DHUC 1 3 3 7 
 
 In this part concerning the emotional purpose, the two Catholic 
cemeteries score the highest, followed by the secular cemeteries and War 
cemetery, Muslim and Buddhist cemeteries, and lastly the two Protestant 
cemeteries. This result does not follow the logic that a theist-religious 
cemeteries, having an intention to use the cemeteries as  places to 
convey religious messages, should present stronger sense of welcome or a 
weaker sense of rejection, and vice versa. 
 
The cases for CWCPC and the DHUC can serve as a reference 
when comparing the performance of different cemeteries. There are two 
reasons. First, they are secular and thus should not be affected by any 
religious belief. Though their management philosophies are still affected 
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by the traditional Chinese understanding about death as explained in 
Chapter II, they are still considered as the original management 
philosophy in Hong Kong. Second, they are typical cemeteries run by the 
two large service providers
8
 and should be presenting the average 
scenario for cemeteries in Hong Kong. 
 
The two Catholic cemeteries rank the first. This may be accounted 
by the religious doctrine of the Catholic Church. Cemeteries are places 
welcoming all the faithful and are considered as holy places. Therefore, it 
is conceivable that Catholic cemeteries are welcome to visitors as their 
presence leads the faithful to the God. 
 
The two secular cemeteries and the War Cemetery rank the second 
highest for emotional purpose. The relatively good performance of the 
War Cemetery, deviated from that of HKBC, is accounted by the special 
purpose for the establishment of the cemetery. As a war cemetery, it is 
established to commemorate and honor those sacrificed in the war. It 
should welcome all citizens with such an intention. Of course, the design 
is also very much affected by the foreign culture as the whole cemetery 
and the graves are designed by the Commonwealth War Graves 
Commission.  
 
Other cemeteries with religious background perform worse than 
the two secular cemeteries. It should therefore be noted that Muslim, 
                                                     
8
 The two largest service providers in the field of burial are The Board of Management of the Chinese 
Permanent Cemeteries and the Food and Environment al Hygiene Department. 
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Buddhist, and especially the two Protestant cemeteries may be presenting 
too much resistance to outsiders. It runs counter to the preservation of 
cemetery‟s value. The bad performances in emotional purpose of these 
cemeteries may be associated with their good performances in functional 
purpose. However, the two Catholic cemeteries show that it is possible to 
perform well in the two purposes at the same time. This is further 
analyzed in the next part. 
 
A Compromise Between Functional and Sensational Performances 
   
 Table 4.3 summarizes the performance in two purposes of the 9 
cemeteries, listing in a descending order of functional score. 
 
 A few points are worth noticing. First, the two Protestant cemeteries 
perform to the two different extremes in functional and sensational 
purposes. Among 9 nine cemeteries, they perform the best in functional 
purpose but the worst in sensational purpose, revealing the possible 
confrontation between the pursuance of the two purposes. With a design 
highly effective in preventing trespassers (good performance for 
functional purpose), visitors may also be blocked or rejected from visiting 
as well (bad performance for sensational purpose). 
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Table 4.3 Functional and emotional performances of the cemeteries 
Cemetery Functional Score Sensational Score 
 (with a full score of 18) (will a full score of 9) 
CCCUK 15 4 
SMCC 13 9 
HCCC 12 9 
CCCUP 12 4 
HKBC 9 6 
SWWC 9 7 
MC 8 6 
CWCPC 7 7 
DHUC 3 7 
 
 Second, the cemeteries performing low in functional purposes (MC, 
CWCPC, and DHUC) score relatively high in the sensational purposes. It 
is in line with the fact that certain types of design, while enhancing the 
emotional purpose, are detrimental to the functional purpose. This, again, 
supports the confrontation between the two purposes. 
 
 However, as testified by the two Catholic cemeteries, the 
aforementioned confrontation is not the only possible outcome. The two 
Catholic cemeteries perform consistently in both functional and 
emotional purpose, with both columns ranked relatively high among the 
nine. It shows that a cemetery effective in preventing trespassers could 
also at the same time present a sense of welcome to visitors. This kind of 
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design is effective in value preservation and is thus conducive to 
Sustainable development.  
 
From the above, it is clear that the crux of whether value 
preservation, or ranking high in both functional and sensational purposes, 
lies in the detailed arrangement of all related items. Rearing dogs is one 
example. The presence of dogs serves as a warning signal to trespassers, 
and performs effectively in the functional purpose. However, at the same 
time, visitors may also be scared. For instance, in SMCC, dogs are kept in 
separate chambers only accessible to staff and not immediately visible to 
any visitors outside the cemetery during opening hours. Most importantly, 
the location of the dogs shall never be right at the entrance. In this way, 
SMCC gains 2 points from functional purpose and 3 points from 
sensational purpose, and thus 5 points in total. On the contrary, the 
CCCUP has their dogs kept right at the entrance and thus gains 3 points 
from functional purpose but nothing from sensational purpose, thus still 3 
points in total. It is therefore clear that by careful and detailed planning, a 
higher score can be gained in total, and thus sustainability is more 
achieved.  
 
Innovations 
 
This part consists of 3 separate analyses regarding activation, 
facilities and space planning.  
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Activation 
  
 As set out in Chapter III, activities utilizing the cemeteries organized 
by the cemetery operators or related organizations are summarized in 
Table 4.4. Only those activities organized by the operators or related 
organizations are taken into account and those organized by other private 
organizations, such as schools or community centers, are disregarded as 
they are not relevant to the management philosophies of the cemeteries. 
Only 3 out of the 9 cemeteries organize activities. Some of the scenes of 
the activities are illustrated in Figure 4.6 to Figure 4.8, with remarks 
made in the last column of Table 4.4. 
 
Table 4.4 Activation of the nine cemeteries 
Cemetery Activities Year Organizer Remarks 
SMCC 
5 field trips for the 
academics, students, 
and the public. 
2006 
Centre for 
Catholic Studies, 
CUHK 
Fig. 4.5 
Mass celebrated for the 
deceased. 
November
9
 every 
year 
The Diocese and 
the Cemetery 
Fig. 4.6 
Prayer gatherings for 
the deceased 
Grave-sweeping 
festivals every year 
The Diocese and 
the Cemetery 
- 
In the fulfillment of 
plenary indulgence
10
 
November every 
year 
The Diocese - 
                                                     
9
 In the Catholic calendar, November is designated as the Month of the Holy Souls in 
Purgatory. Catholics devote this month to pray for the souls in the Purgatory.  
10
 In the Catholic Doctrine, plenary indulgence is the remission of the entire temporal 
punishment due to sin so that no further expiation is needed in Purgatory (Kent, 1910). 
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HCCC 
Mass celebrated for the 
deceased. 
November every 
year 
The Diocese and 
the Cemetery 
- 
Prayer gatherings for 
the deceased 
Grave-sweeping 
festivals every year 
The Diocese and 
the Cemetery 
- 
In the fulfillment of 
plenary indulgence 
November every 
year 
The Diocese - 
CCCUP 
Theme park design 
competition 
2007 The Cemetery - 
Garden gallery design 
competition 
2010 The Cemetery Fig. 4.7 
 
 
Fig. 4.5 A field trip held by the Centre for Catholic Studies, CUHK in 
2006 (Picture extracted from the official website) 
 
                                                                                                                                                        
In the Chancery Notice published in October every year, it is stated in order to receive 
plenary indulgence, one has to visit one of the Catholic cemeteries or any chapel and 
pray for the deceased. 
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Fig. 4.6 Mass celebrated on 2
nd
 November 2009 for the deceased in 
SMCC (photo taken by the author on 2
nd
 November 2009) 
 
 
Fig. 4.7 The current situation of the Garden Gallery referred to in the 
competition (photo taken by the author on 12th November 2009) 
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The above result may present only parts of the whole picture of 
activation of cemeteries with different religious background. For one 
thing, some of the religious organizations may concentrate their activities 
on cemeteries out of this list. For instance, the Muslims have some 
activities held in the Muslim Cemetery in Chai Wan but not the one in 
Happy Valley. For another, Table 4.4 only presents those activities 
organized by the cemetery‟s management. All the above cemeteries are 
the destination of some tours held by different organizations such as 
schools and youth centers. However, as their scale is relatively small and 
thus difficulty arises in ascertaining the completeness of information. 
Therefore, they are not included in the data collected. Nevertheless, Table 
4.4 still presents the difference in activation of the nine cemeteries.  
 
 It is obvious from Table 4.4 that only the Catholic Cemeteries and 
Protestant Cemeteries offer activities by their managements. It may be 
concluded that these two theist-religious cemeteries perform better in 
activation in attaining sustainable development. However, as the 
performance of MC (the other theist-religious cemetery) is the same as 
the quasi-religious and secular cemeteries, Hypothesis III concerning the 
applicability of General Order in activation is refuted. 
 
Regarding the 3 cemeteries with activation, the nature of activities 
held is different. Those organized by the Catholic cemeteries tend to be 
more ceremony-related
11
 while those organized by the Protestant 
                                                     
11
 Ceremony is an external action, gesture, or movement accompanies the prayer and 
public exercise of divine worship (Schulte, 1908) 
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cemeteries are more competition-related. Both have their own advantages 
in preserving value.  
 
The Catholic‟s activities attract more population to the place at the 
same time regularly, and convey messages to the attendees explicitly 
during the activity. This kind of activity is conducive to the preservation 
of value and thus sustainable development.  
 
On the other hand, the activities held by Protestant cemeteries are 
competition-oriented. Though this kind of activation fails to involve large 
participation from the public and the attraction of population to the 
cemetery at the same time, it fosters the involvement of the public in the 
planning of cemetery (which would be discussed in detail in later part 
“Platform for dialogue”) and the deeper understanding of the religious 
philosophy towards death and cemetery. Nevertheless, as the aim of 
activation centers on the use of fabric of the cemetery, the method 
adopted by Catholic Cemetery is considered to be better. The two ways of 
activation are deemed to be supplement to one another. It is suggested 
that a sustainable cemetery should cover both types of activation.  
 
In addition to the superiority of Catholic Cemeteries over 
Protestant Cemeteries rendered by the method of activation, the coverage 
of activation is considered. While both SMCC and HCCC are activated 
by ceremonies, only CCCUP is activated by competition. The CCCUK 
score 0 in this part. Based on these two reasons, Catholic Cemeteries are 
considered as performing the best, Protestant Cemeteries the second, and 
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the Muslim Cemetery, providing nothing to activation, the last. It is 
consistent with Hypothesis IV concerning the applicability of Specific 
Order in activation.  
 
Regarding those without activation, physical settings of the 
cemeteries play a part. The physical settings of these cemeteries are either 
considered to be unfavorable to group visit, which are discussed in detail 
in later parts, or are presenting too little cultural or religious value to 
visitors.  
 
Facilities 
 
 This part is composed of an analysis concerning basic facilities and 
another concerning additional facilities. 
 
Basic Facilities 
 
 With the assessment criteria set out in Chapter III, Table 4.5 
summarized the scores of the cemeteries in basic facilities. 
 
CWCPC performs the best in this part, followed by the two 
Protestant Cemeteries, then the two Catholic Cemeteries and SWWC. 
DHUC, HKBC and MC score the lowest. This result is inconsistent with 
the General Order, revealing the followings. 
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Table 4.5 Performance of the cemeteries in basic facilities 
 
Cemetery Sanitary 
Facilities 
Garbage 
Bins 
Maps  Sign-
age 
Light- 
ings 
Car 
Parks 
Water 
Access 
Kiosks Benches Pass-
ages 
Others  Total 
SMCC 2 2 2 3 1 0 1 1 1 2 0 15 
HCCC 2 2 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 2 0 17 
CCCUP 3 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 2 1 2
12
 23 
CCCUK 3 3 2 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 0 22 
HKBC 2 3 0 2 1 2 1 0 0 2 0 13 
MC 1 1 1 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 9 
SWWC 1 0 1 3 1 2 0 2 2 3 0 15 
CWCPC  2 3 2 3 1 3 1 3 3 3 0 24 
DHUC 2 1 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 1 0 14 
  
First of all, the CWCPC and the two Protestant Cemeteries are the 
best in providing and assisting the commemoration of the deceased as 
well as providing convenience to individual and group visitors. The 
performance of CWCPC is in line with its performance in “Emotional 
Purpose” in the previous part. It is reasonable to be consistent in both 
facilities affecting visitors both outside and inside the cemetery. However, 
it is not the case for the two Protestant Cemeteries. These two Protestant 
Cemeteries score the low end in “Emotional Purposes”. To illustrate, one 
outside the cemetery would find a sense of rejection and would be 
discouraged from entering the cemetery. However, once he enters in, he 
would find the cemetery providing great services to its visitors and users. 
It is very pity for the Protestant Cemeteries to adopt such a resistance 
design as it would waste the careful and comprehensive facilities 
provided inside the cemetery.  
                                                     
12
 One extra point is allocated to its loading and unloading bay outside the cemetery. Another extra 
point is allocated to its map for water access. 
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Second, the two Catholic Cemeteries and SWWC perform the 
second best in “Basic Facilities”. This result is also in line with their 
performances in “Emotional Purpose”. This reflects that cemeteries 
welcoming those who have a genuine intention to visit it would present a 
sense of welcome to both visitors outside and inside the cemetery by 
means of proper enclosure design and provisions of good facilities. 
 
Third, the remaining 3 cemeteries‟ provision of basic facilities are 
quiet incomprehensive and insufficient. Whether the operators are 
interested in preserving the value of the cemetery or not, a good physical 
keep up of the cemetery and a comprehensive facilities provision are still 
very important to the users of the cemetery. If the cemetery is set up for 
the sole purpose of burial, comprehensive facilities and good physical 
condition of the cemetery would protect its users from dangers resulting 
from obsolescence or trespassers, and would facilitate the ritual 
performance carried out in the cemetery. If the cemetery is set up also in 
accordance with some religious belief or some belief in the dignity of 
human being, a good physical keep up and comprehensive facilities 
provision would encourage and enhance the value and message the 
cemetery possesses. It is suggested that these cemeteries are 
underperforming 
 
Additional Facilities 
 
4 different categories emerge from additional facilities. They are 
symbols, wordage and structures; cemetery and facilities‟ introduction; 
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broadcasting system; and gravestone design. 
 
Symbols, Wordage and Structures 
 
It is found that symbols and wordage such as couplets exist in 
certain cemeteries as part of the basic (functional) facilities such as kiosks. 
These symbols and wordage are printed, carved or otherwise mounted on 
these facilities. Their presence would convey certain messages to the 
visitors. These messages are conducive to the preservation of cemetery 
value and hence sustainability. It is found from site visits that the degrees 
that symbols and wordage are used vary from cemetery to cemetery. 
Table 4.6 summarizes the findings with scores of the respective items 
marked clearly for each type of items. 
 
From the following table, it is found that, most of the cemeteries 
(the two Catholic cemeteries, HKBC and DHUC) score 4 in totals. The 
CCCUP scores extremely high at this part, with 10 points. SWWC, with 6 
points, also scores a little bit higher than most of the cemetery. The 
CCCK, CWCPC and MC score less than most of the cemeteries. 
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Table 4.6 Symbols, wordage and structures in cemeteries 
 
Cemetery Symbols Wordage Structures Total 
SMCC 1 Crosses at ossarium 1 Couplet next to the 
gate 
1 
 
1 
A statue of St. Michael at the 
gate. 
A chapel with sculptures 
4 
HCCC 1 Crosses at ossarium 1 Couplet outside the 
chapel 
1 
1 
A chapel with sculptures  
A Cross structure at the summit 
4 
CCCUP 1 
 
1 
 
A Cross at office's 
external wall  
CCC Union symbol at 
office's external wall 
1 
 
1 
Bible Quotes at 
Pavilion of Eternity  
Memorial quotes 
mentioning Father 
1 
1 
 
1 
Pavilion of Eternity  
A Cross structure on top of an 
ossaria A Garden with benches 
& trees 
10 
  1 A Cross in the Garden 
(思恩園) 
  1 
1 
A monumental archway  
Two angel statues 
 
CCCUK 0   1 A banner with bible 
quotes hanged from 
an ossaria 
1 
1 
A Park with benches & trees. 
A Cross structure on top of an 
ossaria 
3 
HKBC 1 An religious symbol 
on the wall of an 
ossaria 
1 Couplet at the 
Memorial Pavilion's 
columns.  
1 
1 
Kitigarbha Hall with sculptures  
2 stone lion statues 
4 
MC 0   0   0   0 
SWWC 1 Sword and numbers 
at Memorial Shelter 
1 THEIR NAME 
LIVETH FOR 
EVERMORE 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Memorial Shelter  
Stone of Remembrance  
Cross of Sacrifice  
Special Memorial 
6 
CWCPC  0   1 Name of Cemetery in 
Tablet form 
1 Seven Pavilions 2 
DHUC  0  1 Couplet at pillars 
mentioning death at 
the entrance 
1 
1 
 
1 
2 pillars at entrance  
2 stone lion statues at entrance  
Garden of Remembrance 
4 
 
This diverse performance of the cemeteries shows that there can be 
immense potential for a cemetery to become a place of message 
conveyance through symbols, wordage and structures. Some of the 
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cemeteries utilize these channels while some others do not. Take CCCUP 
as an example. It scores more than 2 times of the other cemeteries, 
possessing more than double tangible objects that convey messages and 
increase value. Even if the dimension of message conveyance of those 
objects is disregarded, they possess value as they are in themselves art. 
CCCUP has utilized the space and performs relatively well in this part. 
 
It is also noticed that some cemeteries do not use symbols in their 
cemetery at all. Given that symbol is a relatively convenient and 
cost-saving method among the 3 investigated in this part, it is highly 
recommended that cemeteries should make good use of it to convey 
message. Not only the cost of such method is relatively low, the process 
involved is not complicated. For a structure to be erected, approval may 
have to be first received from various government departments. Time and 
manual efforts are consumed. With symbols, the addition of it may only 
mount to small alteration and needs no approval from government 
departments. Moreover, more importantly is that, with different methods 
used, the variety of object conveying message is increased. With more 
diversity, the value of the cemetery increases as those objects are in 
themselves art.  
 
Cemetery and Facilities’ Introduction 
 
Similar to wordage of the previous part, the use of words about the 
cemetery and/or its facilities is examined in this part. This is different 
from the previous part as the message conveyed by the items under this 
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part is more direct and informative than “wordage”. Among the 
cemeteries under investigation, only 5 of them contain cemetery 
introduction. Some of the remaining cemeteries mention their belief or 
their perspectives towards cemeteries in their regulation notice, which are 
disregarded in this part and are further discussed in later parts. Table 4.7 
below lists the means by which the cemeteries introduce themselves 
and/or their facilities. 
 
Table 4.7 Cemetery and facilities‟ introduction 
 
Cemetery Means of introduction 
SMCC A booklet about the history and introduction to the cemetery 
published by the Chinese University of Hong Kong is free to collect 
at the cemetery office. 
HKBC In introduction board of the Kitigarbha Hall is mounted on its 
external wall. 
MC Muslim‟s perspective to their cemetery is mentioned in the regulation 
board at the entrance. 
SWWC A board of detailed history is mounted on the Memorial Shelter. Two 
Cemetery and Memorial Register, containing the cemetery history, 
are kept in the Memorial Register. 
 
It is found that the ways in which cemeteries introduce themselves 
vary. Though all of them aim at introducing the history, the effectiveness 
differs. To be effective, an introduction should be an informative and 
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directive one, leaving no room of misunderstanding by the visitors. Some 
may argue that it is better to leave room for visitors‟ imagination and 
comprehension on the limited information given by the introduction as it 
would encourage the deeper thinking and thus the conviction of the 
message conveyed, as suggested by psychologists. However, it is argued 
that this objective is achieved by the elements included in the previous 
part (symbols, wordage and structures). Therefore, for a clear conveyance 
of message, it is believed that the more informative the content of 
“Introduction”, the better the value of cemeteries is promoted and 
preserved, thus the better that sustainable development is achieved.  
 
It is observed that 2 main ways are used in these cemeteries in 
introducing themselves, namely, an introduction board and publication. 
There are both merits and demerits of both methods. While the former is 
more permanent and imminent than the later, its content is more limited. 
On the other hand, publication can bring the information outside the 
cemetery. As the two methods are complementary, it is suggested that 
both methods should be used in order to better introduce the cemetery. 
 
From the findings regarding the 4 cemeteries with introduction, it 
is observed that 2 of them (HKBC and MC) involve only cultural and/or 
religious messages in their introduction, while the other 2 (SMCC and 
SWWC) involve both history and cultural and/or religious messages. 
Therefore, if a ranking between these four cemeteries is to be made, 
priority would be given to the cemetery providing the larger amount of 
information. As such, SWWC is considered to be the best performer, as it 
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presents both history and message, and the introduction is highly tied up 
with the fabric of the cemetery. SMCC is considered to be the 
second-best performer, as the introduction is less tied up with the fabric 
of the cemetery. The third best is the HKBC and the last one is MC due to 
their relative amount of information presented. 
 
 Regarding those cemeteries without an introduction, the lack of long 
history and/or special facilities is suggested to be the reason. However, as 
illustrated in the case of HKBC, facilities such as the Kitigarbha Hall can 
possess an introduction. There should be many similar facilities provided 
by religious cemeteries (though HKBC is non-theist religious). This 
shows the possibility of presenting introduction by cemeteries even with a 
short or ordinary history. 
The above phenomenon is explained by the difference in the 
history of individual cemetery. SMCC is the first Catholic cemetery in 
Hong Kong, while HKBC is the only Buddhist Cemetery is Hong Kong. 
SWWC is the result of an influential war where history is important. The 
founding of the Chinese Permanent Cemetery is an important one as 
testified by many journals concerning the cemeteries of Hong Kong. 
Meanwhile, other remaining cemeteries do not bear any historical 
significance as the 4 aforementioned cemeteries. Therefore, it is argued 
that the history of the individual cemetery determines whether a cemetery 
provides in introduction or not.  
 
In the discussion of sustainable development, historical value is 
essential. Furthermore, an introduction of the facilities would enhance 
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people‟s understanding about the facility and cemetery, and even the 
inner meaning behind the physical facilities. Though not all cemeteries 
possess a special history, the history itself should be conserved and 
represented to visitors. From the findings, it is concluded that the 
cemeteries in Hong Kong is not currently paying attention to their history 
and could do better if they conserve it in any way.  
 
Broadcasting System 
 
Table 4.8 Broadcasting systems in cemeteries 
 
Cemetery 
Broadcasting devices 
Permanent Temporary 
SMCC Around the chapel Everywhere in the cemetery 
HCCC Around the chapel Everywhere in the cemetery 
CCCUP Around the office - 
CCCUK Around the office - 
HKBC Around the office - 
MC - - 
SWWC - - 
CWCPC  Around the office - 
DHUC  Around the office - 
 
Broadcasting system helps both the control of population flow and 
message conveyance. Announcements can be made to reach everyone in 
the cemetery. When there are functions to be held, the broadcasting 
system is essential for outdoor activities. Among the 9 cemeteries under 
investigation, only 5 possess permanent broadcasting devices near the 
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built areas. The findings are shown in Table 4.8.  
 
The Catholic, Protestant, Buddhist and the two secular cemeteries 
possess permanent broadcasting system near the main facilities. Catholic 
Cemeteries outperform the others as temporary broadcasting devices are 
also mounted on the poles around the cemeteries during special periods. 
These broadcasting systems clearly have a positive effect on the control 
of population flow, and the process of outdoors activities. Furthermore, it 
is also observed that, during traditional grave-sweeping festivals and 
November, the cemetery plays related hymns softly by these broadcasting 
devices around the cemetery.  
 
As seen from the above illustration, broadcasting system does have 
their role to play in a cemetery. It is therefore undesirable for other 
cemeteries to miss out this item. The reasons for its absence in other 
cemeteries are accounted by the following. 
 
First, some of the cemeteries without a broadcasting system are 
rather big when compared with the two Catholic cemeteries. If 
broadcasting system is to be installed, a large amount of such devices is 
needed. Due to the cost implications, they are not equipped with 
broadcasting systems. 
 
Second, there has been no tradition of outdoor public functions to 
be held in these cemeteries as revealed by the part “Functions”. Thus 
there is no practical need for them to be equipped in such a way. It is also 
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due to the physical design of the cemetery. These cemeteries do not have 
a physical outlay which facilitates the operation of an outdoor function. 
 
Given the above analysis, it is obvious that the potential for the 
activation of a cemetery is largely affected by its equipments and 
facilities, which are in turn affected by the concept held by the cemetery 
management.  
 
Gravestones Design 
 
 As explained in Chapter II, gravestones possess invaluable 
information about the culture of a place. Detailed findings regarding 
gravestone design are presented in Appendix IV. Table 4.9 summarizes 
the findings. Figure 4.8 shows the distribution of the scores graphically. 
 
Table 4.9 Gravestone design summary 
 
Cemetery 
Score for  
religious elements 
Score for  
non-religious elements 
Total Score 
SMCC 150 10 160 
HCCC 191 9 200 
CCCUP 120 5 125 
CCCUK 120 6 126 
MC 117 4 121 
HKBC 2 19 21 
SWWC - - - 
CWCPC 4 12 16 
DHUC 1 6 7 
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Fig. 4.8 Distribution of value-added elements in gravestones 
 
It is clear from the above findings that the two Catholic cemeteries‟ 
gravestones present far more value-added elements (including both 
religious and non-religious elements) than the others. The two Protestant 
cemeteries and the Muslim Cemetery have very similar scores, with the 
two Protestant cemeteries slightly outperform MC. HKBC, CWCPC and 
DHUC also have very similar scoring at the low end. SWWC is excluded 
from this analysis as all the gravestones are designed by the cemetery 
while gravestones in other cemeteries are not. This big difference renders 
a comparison unfair.  
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The result is consistent with Hypothesis V and Hypothesis VI 
concerning the applicability of General Order and Specific Order 
respectively. 
 
A few points are worth noting. First, it is revealed from the 
findings that religious backgrounds do significantly affect the value 
presented by their gravestone designs. In the findings, the difference 
between cemeteries of different religious background is big. The total 
score ranges from 7 to 200. Furthermore, the transition from high-scoring 
cemeteries to low-scoring cemeteries is a sudden change rather than a 
gradual one, creating 3 distinct groups. The two Catholic cemeteries form 
a group which total score is more than 150. The two Protestant cemeteries 
and MC form another with similar scores ranging from 121 to 126. The 
other 3 cemeteries form another with score ranging from 7 to 21. This 
distinct difference in scores suggests the effect of religious background 
on the value presented by gravestones is big.  
 
It may be argued that the result is obvious as most of those buried 
in secular cemeteries should have no religious belief and thus have no 
religious message to reflect through gravestones. However, one has to 
note that the items included in this analysis are those additional to the 
basic information. Any carving, artistic design and wordage are included. 
Therefore, it is not only confined to religious elements. 
 
It is also observed that among the 5 theist-religious cemeteries, a 
high score in religious elements is associated with a high score of 
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non-religious elements. To illustrate, the rankings of the cemeteries for 
both religious score and non-religious score are the same. In addition, it is 
observed that certain traditional Chinese gravestone features exist in 
gravestones in theist-religious cemeteries. For example, epitaphs (of both 
religious related and unrelated), traditional Chinese dictum, stone lion 
statues, religious-unrelated couplets, and carving of patterns like flowers 
and clouds exist in these 5 cemeteries (See Appendix IV for details). 
Therefore, it is suggested that the presence of religious elements do not 
hinder the presence of non-religious elements. Rather, it may foster the 
proliferation of non-religious cultural elements in gravestones. 
 
For the purpose of this analysis, one may argue the distinction 
between religious and non-religious elements. Items included in religious 
elements such as angel statues and crosses may not bear any religious 
sense in the eyes of the gravestones‟ erectors or the visitors, and that 
those things categorized as “non-religious” as stone lion statue may well 
fit as a quasi-religious elements. It is observed in CWCPC, a secular 
cemetery that a cross coexists with a wordage of fengshui meaning on a 
gravestone (See gravestone record number 71 in CWCPC of Appendix 
IV). Furthermore, it is not uncommon in the Catholic and Protestant 
cemeteries that lion stone statues coexist with a Cross in a gravestone. 
These elements are contradicting ideas in the strict sense if religious 
meanings are taken into account. It is thus not very clear whether these 
elements bear a religious meaning in the minds of people. However, in 
any case, the amount of total elements enhancing value of the cemetery is 
larger for the religious cemeteries, especially the Catholic cemeteries, 
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than the secular ones. The distinction between religious and non-religious 
elements is not important. 
 
In addition, the above patterns are in fact a result of the 
management policies of the cemeteries. It is the Chinese Permanent 
Cemetery‟s regulations13 on gravestone that only the name, province, 
photo, date of birth and death of the deceased, and the name of whom 
erects the gravestone, can be presented on the gravestone. Anything other 
than those prescribed, including any symbols and wordage, must obtain 
prior approval from the Board of Management. Though it is also common 
for the other cemeteries, whether secular or religious, to require prior 
approval for any gravestone design, there is no specific or explicit 
regulation prohibiting such extra information or pattern. Due to the 
psychological effects on the applicants, these explicit prohibitions are 
suggested to be an important reason in affecting the design of individual 
gravestone. As a result, the management of CWCPC in fact destructs the 
conservation of value and thus sustainable development by its 
regulations. 
 
Another trend is observed through site visits. In SWWC, MC, and 
DHUC, nearly all gravestones bear a very similar design. For SWWC, it 
is surely the case without any doubt as the whole cemetery including all 
gravestones are designed and constructed by the same body. The case for 
MC is accounted by the Muslim doctrine about death and burial, the 
religion requires everyone to be equal and advocates simple burial. The 
                                                     
13
 See Burial Lot, Regulation 9  
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fact that nearly all the gravestones bear a very similar design, with all 
them possessing minimal basic information, some bear an Islamic word 
and a symbol, and that the locations of all these elements are nearly 
identical in all gravestones are examples following the religious doctrine. 
For the case of DHUC, nearly all graves are in omega shapes with a 
prominent circle structure on top of the gravestone, presenting the 
surname of the deceased. All of the above cemeteries are so united in 
their gravestone design that it creates a special feature for itself. This 
shows another scene contrary to the diversity of gravestone design as 
illustrated in the Catholic and Protestant cemeteries. The unitary of 
gravestone design composes a special feature for the cemetery, which 
increase the value of the cemetery.  
 
It is therefore concluded that both diversity and unitary of 
gravestone design enhance the cemetery value. Regarding diversity alone, 
Catholic cemeteries outperform Protestant cemeteries, which outperform 
the Muslim Cemetery and others. Regarding unitary alone, SWWC, MC 
and DHUC outperform the others.  
 
Space Planning 
 
 Two kinds of space planning emerge in cemeteries in Hong Kong. 
They are zoning and zoning and vegetation. 
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Zoning 
 
 Not all the cemeteries have very prominent zoning policies. 
Nevertheless, all the cemeteries are divided into “sections” clearly shown 
on their maps. Some of the cemeteries have special zoning policies which 
are discussed below. The findings are summarized in Table 4.10 
 
Table 4.10 Zoning of cemeteries 
 
Cemetery 
Zoning according to 
Types of burial lot Personage 
SMCC Yes Clergy and religious orders 
HCCC Yes Clergy and religious orders 
CCCUP Yes No 
CCCUK Yes No 
MC No No 
HKBC Yes No 
SWWC No 
Soldiers and special memorials for 
non-military victims 
CWCPC Yes No 
DHUC No No 
 
To summarize, most of the cemeteries divide the cemetery areas 
into zones according to the types of burial lots. It is obviously good for 
the planning and management purpose of the cemetery. It is common for 
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the Government Lease to include a condition restricting the portion of 
land providing exhumable burial lots. For better management, it is more 
advantageous for the cemetery to divide its area according to the type of 
burial.  
 
 
Fig. 4.9 Zoning of CWCPC (modified from a map provided by the 
official website
14
) 
 
Take CWCPC as an example. As illustrated in Figure 4.9, the 
cemetery is divided into several parts comprising of burial lots of 
different types. For those without this kind of zoning, only one kind of 
burial lot is provided and thus no such need emerges. This kind of zoning 
is advantageous to the management of the cemetery. With better 
                                                     
14
 The Board of Management of The Chinese Permanent Cemeteries: 
http://www.bmcpc.org.hk/about/map_cc.htm Date of access: 10th December, 2009 
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management, value preservation is possible. However, no value can be 
added by this kind of zoning. 
 
To add value and better conserve the value of the cemetery, another 
kind of zoning has to be used. This is zoning according to personage. 
Among the 9 cemeteries under investigation, only the two Catholic 
cemeteries and SWWC zone in this way. The Catholic cemeteries 
designate the central leveled ground for the clergy and religious. Not only 
are the areas so designated, gravestone designs are also standardized for 
those within the same area. To illustrate, those gravestones within the area 
“Clergy‟s Ossarium” bear the same very simple design (See Figure 4.10). 
Those within the area of Sisters of St. Paul de Chartres are of a very 
similar design. In addition to individual gravestones, a common memorial 
is also set up in the area, explicitly indicating the zoning (See Figure 
4.11). Other religious orders also have their own areas. These include 
Daughters of Charity of the Canossian Institute, De La Salle Brothers, 
Salesian of Don Bosco, etc. The situation for HCCC is very similar to the 
SMCC‟s. 
 
 In SWWC, no zoning according to burial types is used as all of the 
burials are permanent. The burials are arranged according to the 
Regiment to which the deceased belonged. The deceased from the same 
Regiment were buried in the same area. These deceased were mainly 
soldiers. Some non-military individuals who died in the War were buried 
in the Special Memorial at one end of the cemetery, which is also clearly 
marked on the SWWC map (See Figure 4.12). 
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Fig. 4.10 Clergy‟s Ossarium in the SMCC (photo taken by the author on 
22
nd
 March, 2010) 
 
 
Fig. 4.11 Gravestones and common memorial of the Sisters of St. Paul de 
Chartres in the SMCC (photo taken by the author on 22
nd
 March, 2010)
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Fig. 4.12 Map of SWWC (modified from the map provided by the official 
CWGC official website
15
) 
 
The Special Memorial in SWWC and the special areas designated 
to the clergy and members of religious orders in Catholic cemeteries are 
zones explicitly made distinct from each other, and made known to 
visitors. They are important in conserving and enhancing the value 
emanating from a cemetery. For one thing, their specialty in zoning draws 
attention of visitors. This fosters an appreciation of the special meaning 
of the differentiation. In the case of SWWC, those buried in the Special 
Memorial were ordinary people. However, for their bravery and sacrifice, 
they are worthy of special honour. Therefore, they are allocated to a 
specific area, the Special Memorial. By this zoning, visitors are made 
more aware of their specialty over the others. In the case of the Catholic 
cemeteries, zoning serves both practical and symbolic purposes. As 
clergy and congregation members usually serve the Church and the public 
                                                     
15
 Commonwealth War Graves Commission: 
http://www.cwgc.org/search/cemetery_plans.aspx?cemetery=2000320&mode=1 
Accessed on 10th December, 2009 
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for a long period during their lives, they are known to many. Their graves 
are more likely to be visited by a large crowd as a time as the visitors 
come as a group. Having their gravestones arranged in zones and located 
in prominent areas facilitates visits. On the other hand, the clerical and 
religious orders‟ members should be examples for the faithful. They spent 
their whole life serving the community and bore witness to God. The 
special zoning for their bodies also reminds people about their virtues. 
This serves the same function provided by the Special Memorials in the 
SWWC.  
 
Regarding the two types of zoning, the one according to the types 
of burial helps the management in preserving the value of the cemetery. 
The one according to personage enhances and propagates the value. Thus 
the two are complementary. Among the 9 cemeteries, the Catholic 
cemeteries outperform the others as they possess both types of zonings 
while the others just one.  
 
Vegetation 
 
 With the items and the respective assessing criteria set out in Chapter 
III, vegetation of the 9 cemeteries are examined and summarized in Table 
4.11.  
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Table 4.11 Vegetation in cemeteries 
 
Cemetery Gardening Natural Preservation Vegetation 
at individual 
grave 
Applications to functional 
facilities 
SMCC 1 Grassland for the burial area 
of the clergy and religious 
1 On the periphery  1  0   
HCCC 0 None 1 On the periphery  1  0   
CCCUP 1 Trees and plants in  
"Garden" 
1 On the periphery  2  1 Climbing vines on the 
kiosks' tops. 
CCCUK 1 Trees and plants in  
"Garden" 
0 None  2  1 
 
1 
Climbing vines on top of the 
kiosks. 
Climbing vines along wire 
meshes on the periphery. 
HKBC 1 Trees and plants around the 
built areas 
1 None  2  0   
MC 0 None 1 
1 
 
1 
On the periphery. 
Natural trees in the 
most top part. 
Natural grassland. 
 1  0   
SWWC 1 
1 
Trees in the middle. 
Grassland. 
1 On the periphery  3  0   
CWCPC 1 
 
1 
1 
Plants at sections‟ 
boundaries. 
Trees along vehicle road. 
Grassland alongside kiosks 
1 
1 
On the periphery 
Big and old trees are 
preserved in grave 
areas 
 2  0   
DHUC 1 Garden of Remembrance 1 
 
1 
1 
1 
Grassland are 
everywhere. 
Natural rivers. 
Natural stones. 
Natural trees. 
 016  0   
 
 The general trend is that each cemetery possesses at least a certain 
degree of 2 to 3 items out of 4. The first 3 items are common for the 
                                                     
16
 Not applicable as the whole cemetery including the grave areas is natural grassland. 
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cemeteries. Only 1 to 2 cemeteries miss out each item. Application to 
functional facilities is the most missed out items. Only the two Protestant 
cemeteries adopt this. Each type of vegetation practices is discussed in 
greater details as follows. 
 
Gardening 
 
 Regarding gardening, it is found that except HCCC and MC, all 
cemeteries contain at least one element of gardening. With the exception 
of SWWC and CWCPC, all cemeteries containing gardening do it in 1 
designated area. For instance, SMCC does gardening only at the clergy 
and religious area and DHUC only at the Garden of Remembrance. All 
the gardening works are concentrated in a small place. By contrast, 
SWWC provides gardened grassland covering nearly the whole cemetery 
and provides gardened trees and plants in at least two separate areas in 
the cemetery. Furthermore, CWCPC provides plants at the boundaries of 
sections, gardened trees along the vehicle road and grassland alongside 
the 6 scattered kiosks scattered. CWCPC has certain advantages over the 
others. Not only the amount of gardening is increased, their coverage is 
made wider too. Such increased and scattered provision of gardening 
improves the overall landscape of the cemetery.   
 
Natural Preservation 
 
The preservation of natural vegetation is especially important in 
preserving the value of cemeteries and achieving sustainable development. 
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Natural vegetations, such as rivers, stones, trees, and even the decayed 
woods, are in themselves natural heritages which increase the cemetery 
value.  
 
All the cemeteries under investigation are on the hillside. With the 
exception of CCCUK, all cemeteries reserve natural vegetations on their 
peripheries. This is a very good outcome. A cemetery usually has a buffer 
zone between its burial areas and its boundaries to give a better sense of 
tranquility. Leaving the vegetation originally there is an economical and 
effective decision. In the case of CCCUK, there is no preservation of 
nature at all. Though also situated at a hill like any other cemetery, the 
natural vegetation of the hill is totally blocked out from the cemetery by 
ossarium of about 2m high at its periphery (see Figure 4.13). Inside the 
cemetery, one cannot observe any natural vegetation. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Natural vegetation totally blocked out by ossarium in 
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CCCUK (photo taken by the author on 11
th
 November, 2009) 
 
The case of CCCUK may be due to the limited size of the cemetery. 
It is comparatively small among the nine cemeteries. Still, it has to 
provide as many burial lots as possible for its faithful. Therefore, it may 
choose to utilize every square inch of the cemetery for burial lots, and 
thus eliminate any buffer zone by natural vegetation. Though this kind of 
space saving planning helps provide as many burial lots as possible, it 
does not utilize its special location, a place which has already been well 
positioned in the midst of natural vegetation. If its design is slightly 
altered to incorporate the view of the natural vegetation outside the 
cemetery, then both space saving and enhancement of landscape can be 
achieved.  
 
DHUC performs much better than other cemeteries in natural 
preservation. It preserves the natural stream, stones and trees on its site 
(see Figure 4.14), retaining a considerable portion of the original 
landscape. Such preservation of the original landscape adds values to the 
cemetery. In its burial area, the natural grassland has been kept intact. 
Except the main pathway, there is no concrete platform connecting one 
grave to another (see Figure 4.15). Though the natural grassland among 
graves widens the scope of natural preservation, the commemoration of 
the deceased is hindered. It is more difficult to reach a certain grave 
through the natural grassland than concrete platforms. This adds 
inconvenience to visitors, especially the elderly. The natural habitat is 
kept well at the expense of the functional performance. It is therefore 
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recommended that a balance must be stricken between natural 
preservation and functioning. 
 
 
Fig. 4.14 Nature preservation in DHUC (photo taken by the author on 9
th
 
December, 2009) 
 
Fig 4.15 Natural grassland between graves in DHUC (photo taken by the 
author on 9
th
 December, 2009) 
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Vegetation at Individual Graves 
 
Though “vegetation at individual grave areas” is planted by the 
relatives of the deceased rather than the cemetery management, the 
management policy and the culture of the cemetery may have an 
influence on it. It is therefore included in the study of space planning of 
cemeteries. Except DHUC, all the cemeteries score high on this item, 
though the extent of vegetation growth by individual cemetery varies. 
DHUC is excluded in the examination because, as mentioned above, the 
whole grave area is covered by natural vegetation, and it is thus 
impossible to clearly distinguish the artificial vegetation at individual 
grave from the natural one. 
 
The vegetation at individual graves collectively form part of the 
cemetery‟s overall landscape. They are important as they are visible to 
visitors at a distance. As shown in Figure 4.16, the view of SMCC is full 
of trees even at a distance. Therefore, they do not only affect the 
enjoyment of the visitors. 
 
The case of SWWC is even more prominent in terms of planting. 
Different types of vegetation are planted at each individual grave, making 
the landscape more colorful and rich. This is a very special case as the 
individual graves are actively managed by the Cemetery (see Figure 4.17). 
These vegetations at individual graves are indeed the horticultural works 
commissioned by its management.  
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Fig. 4.16 A distant view of the SMCC (photo taken by the author on 22
nd
 
March, 2010) 
 
 
Fig. 4.17 A variety of plants before graves in the SWWC (photo taken by 
the author on 4
th
 June, 2009) 
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Fig. 4.18 
Ranking of the cemeteries vegetation 
around individual graves. 
 
 Figure 4.18 shows the rearranged ranking of cemeteries according to 
their scores in this respect. There is no doubt that SWWC performs the 
best. Regarding the 2-point cemeteries and the 1-point cemeteries, one 
pattern can be observed. A problem tends to appear among one-point 
cemeteries. It is found that the private vegetation at individual graves 
often block the platforms and thus the pathways to other graves. Trees are 
planted directly in front of the graves and block the pathways, causing 
inconvenience to them. Again, even at the level of individual graves, a 
balance has to be stricken between vegetation and functioning of passage. 
 
 Though the cemeteries can be ranked according to the amount of 
private vegetation, it is observed that such vegetation may create 
problems if there is no careful planning. Therefore, no conclusion as to 
the relative performance of the cemeteries can be drawn on this aspect. 
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Application to Functional Facilities 
 
Only the two Protestant cemeteries integrate vegetation with their 
functional facilities. Both grow vines on top of kiosks to shield sun light 
(see Figure 4.19). On the one hand, it reduces hardship for visitors to 
climb up stairs in the cemetery under the sun by providing a rest place. It 
also incorporates green elements into the cemetery and improves its 
landscape.  
 
In addition to the kiosks with vines, CCCUK also grows climbing 
vines along the wire meshes on the periphery of the cemetery. This 
combination should have decreased the sense of rejection to visitors as 
the vines are visible to visitors outside the cemetery. However, the 
climbing vines in this case are grown at the rear entrance which would be 
used by few visitors. As a result, this combination does not help to reduce 
feeling of rejection. It is a case to show that the cemetery may work better 
to preserve value and achieve sustainable development with better 
planning of integration of vegetation into functional facilities,. 
 
It seems that other cemeteries have yet to discover this kind of 
integration or have ignored the value of integrating vegetation into the 
cemetery.  
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Fig. 4.19 Vines on top of kiosks in CCCUP (photo taken by the author on 
12
th
 November, 2009) 
 
Having dealt with the 4 items separately, we can now look at 
planting as a whole. It is found that the cemeteries use a different 
approach for different planting species. The difference is accounted for by 
the physical limitations, mainly size limitation, of the cemetery. The small 
areas of most cemeteries may render the adoption of several types of 
plants impossible or uneconomical. By the same token, secular 
cemeteries, having larger areas can provide a far greater variety of plants. 
 
On the other hand, the number to serve also affects vegetation 
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provisions. The War Cemetery, though with a relatively small area, does 
not have to care about the burial capacity as the number of deceased to be 
buried in the Cemetery was fixed at the time of the construction. 
Therefore, it can devote use a large proportion of its land for vegetation 
even its area is very small. 
 
Given the many limitations confronting the managers of cemeteries 
in Hong Kong, a place where space is extremely scarce and precious, it 
seems that the provision of more vegetation would be extremely difficult. 
However, as revealed by the two Protestant cemeteries, though space is 
limited, with the incorporation of vegetation into functional facilities, 
green elements in the cemetery can be increased, enhancing the 
cemetery‟s values. 
 
A Platform for Dialogue for Sustainable Development 
 
 This part is concerned with two aspects: regulations and online 
services. 
 
Regulations 
 
 The ways of distribution of regulations and their contents are 
examined separately. 
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Distribution of Regulations 
 
Cemeteries use different ways to remind visitors and men of the 
regulations. The two ways are centralized and dispersed. For centralized 
notification, most of the regulations are expressed on a notice board, 
regulation board, or any other similar structures. For dispersed 
notification, regulations are expressed separately in different locations of 
the cemetery. It is found that all the cemeteries possess a certain degree of 
dispersed notification whereas only 6 out of 9 possess centralized 
notification. They are the two Catholic cemeteries, the two Protestant 
cemeteries, MC and CWCPC.  
 
 Regarding distribution, having both types of notification is 
considered to be better than only having any one of them. The centralized 
notification, especially when placed at the entrance of the cemetery, 
makes the visitors aware to their presence for their large size and larger 
abundance of such notices. However, dispersed notification is still 
necessary in regulating the behavior of visitors. Centralized notifications 
are often made at the entrance. However, due to the large area of the 
cemetery, one has to take some time before he/she reaches the destination 
grave. He may have forgotten the prohibition when he performs his 
commemoration rituals. Therefore, the constant dispersed notification of 
regulations is deemed to be necessary. 
 
Regarding mode of regulation notification, the cemeteries with 
centralized notifications (SMCC, HCCC, CCCUP, CCCUK, MC and 
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CWCPC) are outperforming others. The 5 theist-religious cemeteries all 
do well in this regard. 
 
Content of Regulations 
 
Regarding the regulations made known to visitors within the 
cemetery, the contents, medium of communication and the scores given to 
the related contents are summarized in Table 4.12. Only those regulations 
posted within the cemetery are included and those regulations only 
obtainable online or through other publications are disregarded as they 
may not be known to ordinary visitors and are thus irrelevant.  
 
Table 4.12 Contents giving cultural or religious messages in regulations 
 
Cemetery Content  
Medium of 
communication 
Score 
SMCC & 
HCCC 
No paper articles or sacrificial offerings of 
other religions 
Notice board 
3 
No use of Fung Shui instruments or other 
superstitious practices. 
Notice board 
No meeting other than a religious or 
commemorative nature. 
Separately 
mounted on walls 
CCCUP 
No burning of candles or paper monies. 
No kowtowing to the graves. 
No sacrificing offerings to the graves. 
Notice board & 
dispersed notices 
3 
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CCCUK 
“主降” (The date when Jesus born) is used to 
describe the date of establishment of the 
cemetery. 
Regulation board 
4 
No burning of candles, paper monies or 
firecrackers. 
No kowtowing to the graves. 
No sacrificing offerings to graves. 
No compass used in deciding graves‟ 
orientation. 
No graves in moon shape. 
Notices 
MC 
No sacrificial offering of any kind. 
No bowing or kneeling before graves. 
No pets. 
The dress code of visitors is strict.  
Rules on visiting 
graves 
4 
HKBC 
No meat or alcohol in the cemetery. (Buddhist 
doctrine is mentioned as the reason) 
Notices 1 
SWWC 
Visitors have to well behave. (Respect is 
mentioned as the reason) 
Notices 1 
CWCPC None N.A. 0 
DHUC 
Visitors have to well behave. (Respect is 
mentioned as the reason) 
Notices 1 
 
 It is found that regulations with cultural or religious meaning are 
more common in the 5 theist-religious cemeteries than the others. 
Furthermore, the number of regulations with meaning is similar for the 5 
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theist-religious cemeteries. MC and CCCUK have 4 such relations, the 
two Catholic Cemeteries and CCCUP have 3, while others only have 1 or 
none.  
 
It may be argued that the phenomenon that theist-cemeteries 
having more regulations with inner meaning than the secular is trivial. 
This may be true to a certain extent. However, it does not mean that there 
is no meaning or message to be contained in regulations for the secular 
cemeteries. Take DHUC as an example. Though as a cemetery with no 
religious belief, it reminds visitors to behave well in order to respect the 
deceased. SWWC does the same. However, CWCPC, the biggest and 
well managed private secular cemetery, does not convey such message in 
its regulations. Though secular cemetery does not have religious belief, it 
is still a place suitable and capable of communicating the dignity of 
human beings. The cases of DHUC and SWWC show the possibility of 
this communication which CWCPC has failed to do it. This shows that 
CWCPC is underperforming in this respect among the secular cemeteries. 
 
 All the theist cemeteries prescribe a similar number of regulations 
having an inner message. However, the way of notification varies. The 
Catholic Cemeteries prohibit certain non-Catholic rituals. In all the 3 
regulations, the word “religious” is mentioned. It aroused one‟s sense that 
the inner reasoning of such a prohibition is related to the religious belief. 
However, no explicit explanation is provided.  
 
For CCCUP, only 3 regulations related to religious meanings are 
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observed. They are the prohibition of certain non-Protestant rituals. 
However, in the notification of regulations, no reason is given. Nor is the 
word “religion” referred to. Though the reason is not stated, the 
prohibition of such rituals is based on monotheism
17
. This kind of 
prohibition must be considered as conveying serious religious messages.  
The case of CCCUK is similar to that of CCCUP with some additional 
rituals. In addition to the description of prohibition, CCCUP uses the 
Chinese (Latin) expression “主降” (“Anno Domini”) to describe the date 
of the establishment of the regulations. With this Chinese expression 
mentioning God, the ordinary solar reflects the religious belief in Jesus as 
Lord. This enhances the value of the cemetery.  
 
The case for MC is different. Though it does not explain the reason 
of the prohibitions in its regulation board, it gives instructions as to the 
suitable rituals in visiting graves. It writes under the title of “Rules of 
Visiting Graves” that  
 
“Visiting graves is encouraged in Islam which benefits both 
the dead and the living. While it is a tribute paid to the dead, 
it prompts the living to think about the essence of life. 
Prophet Muhammad (Pbub) said: “Visiting graves can 
remind people of the Hereafter [Afterlife].” There are also 
no special days for visiting graves. We can come any day. At 
the grave, we should say Salaam to the dead and then stand 
                                                     
17
 Monotheism refers to the belief in the one supreme God. It stresses that there is 
only one true God. 
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in the direction facing the Qaaba and day a dua for the dead 
asking the Allah (Swt) to forgive them their sins and let them 
enter Paradise.”  
 
It is after these instructions that the prohibitions are stated under 
the title “Attention”. This kind of notification of regulations are preferred 
and deemed to be the most effective for conveying messages to visitors. 
The instructions, though not as a kind of prohibition, are listed under the 
title of “Rules of Visiting Graves” to make visitors aware and pay 
attention. At the same time, the paragraph is written in a friendly style in 
contrast with the directive prohibitions as stated in its “attention” or 
regulations of other theist-religious cemeteries. The religious background 
is introduced through the instruction leading one to think about the 
religion. 
 
Among the 5 theist-religious cemeteries, the Muslim Cemetery is 
considered to be performing the best in this regard for their friendly style 
and close relationship with religious message. The Catholic cemeteries 
perform the second best for they explicitly mention “religion”. CCCUK 
follows for its mentioning of “Anno Domini” in describing date. And the 
last one is CCCUP for its mere presentation of prohibitions. 
 
Online Services 
 
It is found that the all the 9 cemeteries provide their own official 
websites. These cemeteries can be categorized into 3 groups, as shown in 
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Table 4.13, according to the services and information provided by their 
official websites. 
 
Table 4.13 Online services by the cemeteries‟ official websites  
 
Group Characteristic Cemetery 
1 Only information regarding contact methods 
is given. 
CCCUP, CCCUK & MC 
2 Detailed information about the regulations 
and services of the cemeteries are provided. 
SMCC, HCCC & DHUC 
3 Detailed information about the regulations, 
services, history and facilities of the 
cemeteries are provided 
SWWC, HKBC & CWCPC 
 
It is observed that online information and services increases from 
theist-religions cemeteries to secular cemeteries, with the exception of 
MC. This trend in general is the reverse of the General Order.  This 
contradiction to the deduced order is explained by the service targets of 
the cemeteries. It is argued that as the service targets of the 
theist-religions cemeteries are more limited than those of secular 
cemeteries. For example, the Catholic Cemeteries target Catholic as their 
users, and the case for Protestant, Muslim, and even Buddhist Cemetery 
is similar. CWCPC is targeted to Chinese, while DHUC is targeted to 
HKSAR residents. As the service targets of the religion cemeteries are 
those having stronger connection with the religious organization, the need 
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and intention for the cemeteries to set up detailed online services to 
introduce themselves is relatively little. Besides, all the religion 
cemeteries require the deceased‟s relative (the applicant) to be assisted by 
certain core members of the religion bodies. For instance, all the 5 
theist-religion cemeteries require the applications to be done through the 
assistant of the clergy of the deceased‟s parish. Also, application can only 
be started after the one has passed away. Therefore, the only occasion in 
which the detail of services is needed is accompanied by a clergy. This 
also explains the little information provided. Furthermore, usually the 
applicant has a stronger relationship with the cemetery‟s related bodies in 
theist-religion cases than in secular cases. The cemetery can through 
these related bodies to convey their messages to the applicants or 
potential applicants. However, this is not possible for the secular 
cemeteries as their sole purpose is to provide cemetery service. Therefore, 
the only way to convey their information is through detailed websites. 
 
However, within the theist-religion cemeteries, the amount of 
information provided still varies. The Catholic Cemeteries are providing 
information far much more than the Protestant Cemeteries and the 
Muslim Cemeteries. The detail of its services is provided. Though there‟s 
not any special explanation regarding religious meaning, it does let the 
public know more about the operation of Catholic Cemeteries. This also 
serves as a means to conserve the value of the cemetery. Therefore, it is 
considered that the other 3 theist-religion cemeteries could do more in 
online services in order to attain sustainable development. 
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Interim Summary 
 
 This part sums up the performance of the cemeteries in all the 
property management practices under investigation. The conclusion as to 
the performance of cemeteries in different property management practices 
in achieving sustainable development is summarized in Table 4.14.  
 
Table 4.14 Summary of cemeteries‟ property management in attaining 
sustainable development 
Property 
Management 
items 
Performance  
Access Restrictions 
Functional 
Purpose 
Theist-religion  Quasi-religion  Secular  
Protestant  Catholic  Muslim 
Emotional 
Purpose 
Catholic  Secular and War Cemetery  HKBC & MC Protestant 
Innovations 
Activation Catholic  Protestant  Others 
Facilities  
 
Basic Facilities 
CWCPC  Protestant  Catholic  SWWC  DHUC  HKBC & 
MC 
Additional Facilities 
Symbol, wordage and structure 
CCCUPSWWCCatholic, HKBC & DHUCCCCK, CWCPC & 
MC 
Cemetery & Facilities’ Introduction 
SWWC SMCC HKBC MCOthers 
Broadcasting System 
Catholic  Protestant, Buddhist and Secular  SWWC & Muslim 
Gravestone Design 
Theist-religion  Quasi-religion Secular 
Catholic  Protestant  Muslim 
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Space 
Planning 
Zoning 
Catholic & SWWC  Protestant, HKBC & CWCPC  Muslim & 
DHUC 
Natural preservation 
The performance on average is very similar to each other 
Platform for Dialogue 
Regulations 
Distribution 
Theist-religion & CWCPC  Others 
Content 
Theist-religion  Quasi-religion  DHUC  CWCPC 
Muslim  Catholic  Protestant 
Online 
Services 
CWCPC & Quasi-religion Catholic & DHUC  Protestant & Muslim 
 
The research so far has found that Hypothesis I, IV, V, VI and VII 
are not refuted, and the others are deviated by a certain degree, with their 
explanations given for each case. 
  
CASE STUDY OF TWO ROMAN CATACOMBS 
 
This part analyzes the cases of two Roman Catacombs with the 3 
property management aspects previously used to analyze the current 
property managment practices of cemeteries in Hong Kong. The two 
Catacombs under studied are the Catacombs of Saint Callitus (CSC) and 
Catacombs of Saint Domitilla (CSD). 
 
Current Property Management of the Two Catacombs 
 
Both Catacombs are located at the southern part of Rome, Italy. 
They were built between the second and seventh century AD. They are 
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widely recognized as the biggest and most important catacombs in the 
world. CSD spread over 15km of underground caves of 3 levels. CSC is 
made up by above ground cemetery areas of about 19km long, reaches a 
depth of 20m and hosts about half a million tombs of early Christians. It 
is the place where many third century popes found their final resting 
place. It kept growing until the end of the fourth century (Barker 1911). 
Pilgrims from different places came to the Catacombs in order to worship 
at the shrines of the martyrs and compiled the famous guide books 
“Itineraries”. From the eighth to the seventeenth century, due to the 
successive barbaric invasion, it was deserted, ruined and unknown. It was 
in 1852 that De Rossi and others rediscovered CSC with the help of the 
itineraries and other documents. 
 
Daily Management / Activation 
 
CSD has been entrusted to the Society of the Divine Word (SVD)
18
 
since Jan 1, 2009. For safety reasons, entrance tickets, which include a 
guided tour, are necessary for visitors to get into the Catacombs. The 
Catacombs now open for 6 hours a day and close on Tuesdays. Guided 
tours and recoded tours are offered in at least 7 languages. Mass can be 
celebrated at the Catacombs by contacting the Director of the Catacombs 
 
                                                     
18
 SVD, which stands for Societas Verbi Divini, is the first German Catholic 
missionary society (congregation) established in 1875, for the propagation of the 
Catholic religion among pagan nations. 
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CSC has been entrusted to the Salesian Society (SDB)
19
 since 
1930. It was the place where the founder of SDB, Don Bosco, often 
visited during his life time. It was often mentioned by Vatican Radio that 
the Saint was drawn by the courage and charity of those buried in the 
Catacombs, the first followers of Jesus Christ (Delaney 2009). As the 
relation between the management and the Catacomb carries certain 
history with the Catacomb, with this relation being stressed, the historical, 
cultural and religious meaning of the Catacomb is enhanced and 
preserved.  
 
SCS does not only serve as a tourism spot. The SDB often holds 
other functions in the Catacomb. For instance, a five-continent pilgrimage 
of Don Bosco‟s relics was held to celebrate his bicentennial birth, with 
SCS as one of the station (Delaney 2009). Mass is also celebrated at CSC 
for some other important meetings (ANS 29/11/2008). 
 
Online Services 
 
The official website of the CSD, managed by the SVD, provides 
the history and basic information of the Catacombs in 13 languages. 
Photo galleries, brochures in 7 languages, and a 3D virtual tour are 
available online. Besides the magnificent engineering skills and 
architectural technique, tourists are guided to admire frescoes and the 
                                                     
19
 SDB, which stands for Salesians of Don Bosco, often called the Salesian Society, is 
a congregation founded by Don Bosco in 1859, aims to provided Christian education 
to the young. 
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wealth of Christian symbols in this ancient cemetery. The life of the early 
Christian communities, their faith in the resurrection and in eternal life is 
emphasized by the SVD.  
 
There is an official website for the CSC. Practical advices for the 
visit to the Catacombs including transportation, information and 
regulations for visitors, a general outline of the catacombs, the spirituality 
of the catacombs, and many other articles concerning the meaning of 
catacombs and related Catholic teachings are provided. Furthermore, a 
collection of researches and studies about catacombs is also provided on 
the webpage.  
 
Research 
 
Various researches by different academics have been done on these 
two Catacombs. Table 4.15 summarizes the major researches which cover 
5 research areas: topography and history, arts, conservation of the fabric, 
preservation and research, and science. 
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Table 4.15 Research topics for the two Roman Catacombs 
 
Research Area Author (Year) Focus 
Topography 
and History 
Barker (1911) The topography with the new discoveries from the 
excavations 
Oryshkevich 
(2003) 
The Catacombs‟ history from the Age of 
Constantine to the Renaissance 
Rutgers et al.  
(2005) 
Chronology of CSC verified by radiocarbon dating 
of small charcoal fragments dispersed CSC 
Rutgers et al. 
(2008) 
The diet of Rome‟s early Christian community 
examined by stable isotope analysis on collagen 
extracted from samples of human bone in CSC. 
Fish is confirmed to be their diet. Fish was not 
only represented for its symbolical meaning, but 
also the menu of Rome‟s early Christians. 
Arts Lamberton 
(1911) 
Frescoes in SCS are studies as whole in 
chronological order, stressing the function of 
teaching the secular about Catholic teachings. 
Barker (1913) Paintings and frescoes and the Catholic teaching. 
Lamberton 
(1950) 
Early Christian art was studies through Roman 
catacombs. The sense of isolation in episode 
themes, the condensed composition, symbols and 
the unfolding of Latin style was studied. 
Ouspensky 
(1989) 
Art in the catacombs is studied as a whole. The 
paintings were not only about bible but also related 
to the lives of the time.  
Conservation 
of the fabric 
Albertano and 
Bruno (2003) 
Appropriate lighting strategy for controlling 
phototrophic biofilms (a combination of green 
and/or red light which only allows very few, if any 
photosynthetic organisms to grow) 
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Sanchez-Moral 
et al. (2004) 
Chemical components of the building materials 
and bacteria‟s action on them. 
Sanchez-Moral 
et al. (2005a) 
Visitors‟ influence on buildings materials, biofilm 
distribution.  
Sanchez-Moral 
et al. (2005b) 
Lime-pozzolana mortars and the environment. 
Method to restore the catacombs (local materials, 
special mortars & classic techniques) 
Zimmermann 
et al. (2005) 
Artificial illumination and relative high humidity 
cause microbial growths and inorganic deposition, 
which threatens CSC‟s visual aspect and integrity.  
Preservation 
and Research 
Zimmermann 
and Gerold 
(2007) 
The use of Image-laser-scanning and 3D modeling 
to combine the documentation and research on 
CSD. 
Science and 
environment 
Jurado et al. 
(2005) 
A new species of Phyllobacterium, 
Phyllobacterium catacumbae sp. nov. is discovered 
in SCS. 
Sanchez-Moral 
(2003) 
Natural precipitates of metastable polymorphs of 
CaCO3, which is rare to be found in nature, are 
found in SCS, showing Catacombs‟ role in 
formation and preservation of metastable CaCO3. 
 
Applicability to Cemeteries in Hong Kong 
 
 The above paragraphs summarize the property management of the 
two catacombs. A few points are worth noting, and they should be 
applicable to cemeteries in Hong Kong in order to better achieve 
sustainable development. 
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Guided Tours and Recoded Tours 
 
 The catacombs are famous historical tourism spots and shrines for 
Catholics. Guided and recorded tours are organized and run by religion 
bodies of the catacombs, not by government tourism services. Though 
tourism is not the purpose of the cemeteries in Hong Kong, there are 
many guided tours held by organizations. Examples are St. James‟ 
Settlement
20
, Leisure and Cultural Services Department of HKSAR and 
the Humanity Republic Association
21
. They train tour guides to introduce 
the history of cemeteries, the facilities, features of gravestones, and their 
deeper meanings. However, no such guided tour has been organized by 
the cemetery manager itself.  
 
 Having a guided tour organized by the cemetery manager itself 
would bring many benefits. First, it would ensure that the information 
provided to the visitors is accurate. Guided tours held by commercial 
outsiders may bring in too many wrong information or “artificial history” 
created by the tour guide in order to attract attention of participants, as 
witnessed in many foreign cases (Meter and Peter 2001). This kind of 
false information can be to cemetery‟s value. Second, it would provide a 
channel for the cemetery to directly convey the cultural and/or religious 
messages. Though these messages have been incorporated in such fabrics 
of the cemetery as statues, gravestone designs, symbols and wordage; 
visitors may not understand these inner messages without expert direct 
                                                     
20
 St. James‟ Settlement is a local welfare service provider established in 1949. 
21
 Humanity Republic Association is established in 2007, with a aim to promote thinking through 
first-hand experience of society culture. http://www.humanityrepublic.org/index_files/Page266.htm 
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explanations. Guided tours would facilitate message flows. Third, it 
would enhance the smooth cooperation between the tourists and the 
management of the cemetery. Currently, these guided tours are operated 
by outsiders. Tough most of these outsiders obtain approval prior to the 
visits; detailed arrangements may not fit the daily routine of the cemetery.  
 
 It may be argued that having guided tours organized by the cemetery 
manager would add burden to the originally heavily burdened cemetery 
management. Even if fees can be collected from the participants, the fee 
may not be sufficient to cover the extra costs to the cemetery. For one 
thing, the fee could not be high in order to encourage participation. On 
the other hand, the costs collected from the public may not be high 
enough to cover the extra cost. Thus it is recommended that the tour 
guide work as a volunteer as the system adopted by the Hong Kong 
Science Museum. Tour guides are trained by the Museum. Many of them 
are retirees and they serve as a tour guide on a voluntary basis. The 
remuneration is only enough for them to cover transportation fees. 
However, this system is still very successful due to the zeal of retirees. It 
is recommended that the cemeteries in Hong Kong should adopt a similar 
system to provide guided tour.  
 
 A recorded tour is another thing worth noticing. Given two 
circumstances that recorded tour is recommended. First, as mentioned 
before, guided tour may face many problems due to the costs involved. 
Second, the short time-slot of a guided tour may not be able to handle all 
visitors. Therefore, a recorded tour can be a help. However, the cost 
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involved in recorded tour may be high as well because many facilities and 
equipments are needed. Therefore, an alternative to recorded tour is 
recommended. Leaflets with recommended itinerary and information of 
each station should be made available to visitors who need them. In this 
way, a tour can be held by the individual, and the same objectives of 
organizing guided tours can be achieved.  
 
The Relation between the Cemetery and its Management 
 
 In the case of CSC, the relation between the catacombs and their 
management, the Salesians of Don Bosco (SDB), is cardinal. It is in fact a 
kind of history of the catacomb. SDB also often uses the CSC as a venue 
for some of their important activities, which is a form of activation. This 
close relationship between the cemetery and its management body can be 
replicated in Hong Kong‟s cemeteries. It is observed in most of the 
religion cemeteries, other than the the Catholic ones, the daily operation 
of the cemetery bears no relationship with their management bodies or 
parent organizations. For example, the Protestant Cemeteries, MC and 
HKBC have no activities held by their parent organizations. It is 
recommended that closer ties be established between the use of the 
cemetery and its parent organization, as it could remind the visitors of its 
valuable history, and can at the same time, activate its use. 
  
Online Services 
 
 The CSD‟s official website provides a 3D virtual tour to guide the 
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browsers to appreciate the engineering skills, architectural techniques, the 
frescoes and Christian symbols. This kind of 3D virtual tours is definitely 
an innovation in property management. It is recommended that 3D virtual 
tours be provided to browsers by the cemeteries in Hong Kong. For one 
thing, the cost involved is not high. For another, this innovative 
technology may well attract the future generations to pay a virtual to the 
cemetery. Moreover, this kind of tours can also serve as a means to 
market the cemetery‟s facilities.  
 
The website of CSC provides other articles concerning the meaning 
of catacombs, related Catholic teachings and researches and studies 
undertaken by academics. This is suggested to be applicable to the case of 
Hong Kong too. As mentioned in Chapter II, there is no lack of research 
about cemeteries in Hong Kong. However, none of them is mentioned by 
any of the cemeteries‟ websites. It is suggested that the cemeteries‟ 
website cite the related journal articles for those who are interested. 
Furthermore, the management itself can write articles about their 
cemeteries to convey messages to those interested more explicitly.  
 
Research  
 
 Research of the Catacombs is divided into 5 areas. For cemeteries in 
Hong Kong, researches have been centered on topography and history, 
while the other 4 research areas have been rarely studied. The 
possibilities of the remaining 4 research areas are discussed below. 
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 For arts, cemeteries in Hong Kong contain gravestones of different 
designs. Not only the sculptures in the religion cemeteries fall into this 
category, the wordage, symbols and various gravestone designs are arts. 
Some studies have been taken to examine the gravestone inscriptions and 
design of traditional Chinese gravestones in Tsuen Wan District (Hayes 
1992). However, the scope of research has not extent to other cemeteries. 
A thorough study of the arts in cemeteries in Hong Kong would enrich 
their values. 
 
 For conservation of the fabric, the case for Hong Kong is very 
different from the Catacombs‟. The Catacombs in Rome are built in the 
2
nd
 century. The long history and the underground humid environment 
make the fabric necessary of extra protection and restoration. Cemeteries 
in Hong Kong are of relatively short history. Furthermore, individual 
gravestones compose the main fabrics of the cemetery. Those gravestones 
are managed by the deceased‟s relatives rather than the cemetery. In 
addition, for the exhumable lots, the gravestones are replaced at most 
every 10 years. The necessity of conservation of fabric is little.  
 
For preservation and research, the case of Catacombs introduces 
innovative technology in preservation. It is suggested that research to be 
done on this area in Hong Kong. Example is the use of 3D modeling to 
provide virtual tour to browsers as mentioned previously. Cemeteries in 
Hong Kong can, through the research of technology application, facilitate 
its preservation policy in achieving sustainable development. 
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 For science and environment, new types of bacterium and rare 
natural precipitates of metastable polymorphs are found in the Catacombs. 
This may be accounted by the special physical environment of the 
Catacombs which may not be the case of Hong Kong. However, the 
environment aspect is still worth noticing. In Hong Kong, there have been 
studies about the trees in cemeteries undertaken by individuals, such as 
Ken Lau and Leon Lau
22
. It is suggested such studies regarding the 
environment could be done on a larger scale. This could enhance the 
value of the cemetery in preserving the nature.  
 
 The aforementioned researches cannot be accomplished by the 
cemetery alone due to the lack of academics and professionals. It is 
suggested the cemeteries to cooperate with the universities to start these 
researches. The Centre for Catholic Studies of the Department of Cultural 
and Religious Studies, CUHK is an example. The Centre has started their 
research in Catholic cemeteries since 2006. It is now extending the 
research area to Wo Hop Shek Cemetery, a public secular cemetery. With 
the cooperation of the academics, the value of cemeteries can be better 
preserved sustainable development can be better achieved. 
                                                     
22
 http://www.hktree.com/index.htm 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 This dissertation is a pioneer study on the property management of 
cemeteries in Hong Kong in attaining sustainable development. It first 
reviewed the background of cemeteries in foreign countries and Hong 
Kong, and the proposed property management practices in sustainable 
development. Then, it examined the current property management 
philosophy and practices of cemeteries in Hong Kong from 9 case studies. 
The current performance of these 9 cemeteries are analyzed and 
compared.  
 
 The data for the analysis were obtained from site visits, the 
cemeteries‟ official websites, and online search. 9 cemeteries, public and 
private, religion and secular, are chosen to demonstrate the difference in 
performance of sustainability under different institutional arrangements. 
It is argued that with cemeteries of different religious backgrounds (and 
thus different institutional arrangements), the performance in 
sustainability differs.  
 
 Based on the different perspectives towards death and cemetery by 
different religious bodies, it is suggested that an order of relative 
importance attached to cemetery exists. Theist-religion bodies should be 
placing the more importance to cemetery, followed by quasi-religion 
bodies, and lastly by the secular. This is referred as the “General Order”. 
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Within the theist-religion bodies, based on their respective doctrines, it is 
suggested Catholic should be placing the most importance to cemetery, 
followed by Protestant, and then, Muslim. This is referred as the 
“Specific Order”.  
 
 The empirical findings of the 9 cemeteries are encoded and compared 
with each other. In the findings, it is proved that the General Order is 
followed in 3 property management items. The first one is access 
restrictions in the functional sense, suggesting that theist religion 
cemeteries provide better protection and hence better preservation to the 
cemetery value than quasi-religion, and then secular cemeteries. The 
other is the meaning emanating from gravestone design, suggesting that 
theist-religion cemeteries create more value from their gravestones than 
quasi-religion and then secular cemeteries. The last one is the inner 
messages emanating from the cemetery regulations, suggesting 
theist-religion cemeteries are better than quasi-religion, and then secular 
cemeteries, in utilizing regulations to convey cultural and/or religion 
messages. 
 
 The empirical findings also prove that the Specific Order is followed 
by 2 property management items. The first one is the activation of 
cemetery, suggesting that Catholic Cemeteries do more to activate their 
cemeteries, than the Protestant, and then the Muslim. Another property 
management items following the Specific Order is the meaning 
emanating from its gravestone design, suggesting that the Catholic 
Cemeteries create more value from its gravestones than the Protestant 
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Cemeteries, and then the Muslim. 
 
 3 hypotheses have been refuted by the empirical findings. Each of 
them is accounted for by the specific situations and limitations. Through 
these deviations from the hypotheses, some new issues are raised, 
including the possible and avoidable confrontation access restrictions in 
functional purpose and emotional purpose, the inter-relationship between 
the physical setting and activation by the cemetery‟s management, and 
the different approaches used by different cemeteries in achieving the 
same targets.  
 
 Given the above 5 accepted hypotheses, and the 3 refuted are 
accounted by specific situations, it is concluded that currently in Hong 
Kong, theist-religion cemeteries are performing better in achieving 
sustainable development by means of property management practices 
than quasi-religion cemeteries, and then the secular cemeteries, and that 
among the theist-religion cemeteries, Catholic Cemeteries are performing 
the best, following is the Protestant Cemeteries and then the Muslim 
Cemeteries. Furthermore, given the difference in these cemeteries 
operating organizations in religion belief and their performance in 
attaining sustainable development, it is concluded that institutional 
arrangement of a cemetery does affect their outcome in sustainability. 
 
 After the examination of current situation of cemeteries in Hong 
Kong, two Roman Catacombs are taken as reference for further step 
forward to Sustainable development. It is suggested that guided tours and 
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recorded tours be arranged by the cemeteries; that the relation between 
the cemetery and its management and parent organizations be made close; 
that innovative technology be utilized in attracting visitors and related 
articles be distributed through online service; and that more research be 
done with the cooperation of academics to assist the preservation of 
cemeteries. 
 
Limitations and Further Studies 
 
 This dissertation has several limitations which are summarized as 
follows:  
 
Limited Coverage of Case Studies 
 
 Due to time constraints, this dissertation covers only 9 cemeteries in 
the case study. Though these cemeteries are all commonly visited, they do 
not represent the whole picture. Furthermore, only 2 quasi-religion 
cemeteries and 2 secular cemeteries are covered. The limited number may 
render the data deviating from the mean. 
 
Limited Investigating Items 
 
The property management items under investigation may not be wide 
enough to cover all possibilities. There may be some other property 
management items which might contribute to sustainable development, 
and are missed out. This renders the analysis and comparison between 
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cemeteries‟ performance inaccurate and incomprehensive. 
 
Insufficient Gravestones Data 
 
 In the study of meaning emanating from gravestones design, due to 
time constraints, 100 gravestones are studied for each cemetery. Though 
the careful control has been made in choosing the sample, the 100 
average samples may not represent the whole cemetery. This may renders 
the analysis regarding meaning emanating from gravestones inaccurate 
and incomprehensive. 
 
 It is suggested further study should extend the detail of investigation 
so as to cover the aforementioned limitations. 
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Appendix I 
 
List of Cemeteries in Hong Kong 
 
Name of Cemetery Location 
Public cemeteries managed by the FEHD 
Hong Kong Cemetery Happy Valley 
Mount Caroline Cemetery So Kon Po 
Prisons Cemetery Stanley 
Cape Collinson Garden of Remembrance Chai Wan 
New Kowloon Cemetery No. 8 (Diamond Hill Urn 
Cemetery) 
Diamond Hill 
Wo Hop Shek Cemetery Fan Ling 
Sandy Ridge Cemetery Lo Wu 
Sandy Ridge Urn Cemetery Lo Wu 
Cheung Chau Cemetery Cheung Chau 
Tai O Public Cemetery Tai O 
Lai Chi Yuen Cemetery Mui Wo 
Ping Chau Garden of Remembrance Ping Chau 
Lamma Garden of Remembrance Lamma Island 
Private cemeteries managed by the BMCPC 
Cape Collinson Chinese Permanent Cemetery Chai Wan 
Aberdeen Chinese Permanent Cemetery Aberdeen 
Tseung Kwan O Chinese Permanent Cemetery Tseung Kwan O 
Tsuen Wan Chinese Permanent Cemetery Tsuen Wan 
Private Catholic cemeteries 
St. Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery Happy Valley 
Holy Cross Catholic Cemetery Chai Wan 
Carmelite Cemetery Stanley 
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St. Raphael‟s Catholic Cemetery Cheung Sha Wan  
New Kowloon Cemetery No. 2 Kowloon Bay 
Sai Kung Catholic Cemetery Sai Kung 
Cheung Chau Catholic Cemetery  Cheung Chau 
Private Protestant Cemeteries 
Hong Kong Christian Churches Union Pokfulam 
Road Cemetery 
Pok Fu Lam 
New Kowloon Cemetery No.1 Kowloon City 
Tao Fong Shan Christian Cemetery Sha Tin 
Shung Him Tong Shung Chan Wui Kei Tuk Kau Fan 
Cheung 
Fan Ling 
Chuen Lung Chuen Yuen Church Cemetery Tsuen Wan 
Castle Peak Christian Cemetery Tuen Mun 
Cheung Chau Christian Cemetery Cheung Chan 
Private cemeteries with other religion background 
Jewish Cemetery  Happy Valley 
Muslim Cemetery Happy Valley 
Hindu Cemetery Happy Valley 
Zoroastrian Cemetery Happy Valley 
Hong Kong Buddhist Cemetery Chai Wan 
Cape Collinson Muslim Cemetery Chai Wan 
Other secular cemeteries 
Chiu Yuen Cemetery Mount Davis 
Race Course Fire Memorial and Cemetery So Kon Po 
Military Cemetery Chai Wan 
Gurkha Cemetery Ngau Tam Mei 
Sai Wan War Cemetery Chai Wan 
Stanley Military Cemetery  Stanley 
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Appendix II 
 
Burial Choices Available in Hong Kong 
 
 
(extracted from Teather 1998, p. 24) 
Spaces associated with the different choices for the disposal of the dead: 
1. Mortuary 
2. Crematorium 
3. Private cemetery or public cemetery for urn graves 
4. Public or private cemetery 
5. Public or private columbarium 
6. Bone house; Tung Wah Coffin Home; columbarium 
7. Public or private cemetery 
8. Rural graveyard 
9. Buddhist or Taoist establishment 
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Appendix III 
 
Gravestone Design Record of Eight Cemeteries in Hong Kong 
Key 
A denotes an angel statute 
F denotes flower carving 
L denotes a lion statue 
 
SWCC 
Data source: Section 8 of SMCC 
Date of data collection: 16
th
 November, 2009  
 
Name Date of 
Cross 
Saint 
Name 
Other religious 
elements 
Non- 
religious 
elements 
Total 
1 2 
Birth 
1 
Death 
1 
Birth 
2 
Death 
2 
1 李芳濟 李白珍 1916 1970 1920 1998 1      1 
2 李鑑周  1893 1865   1 1     2 
3 陳福善 范麗珍 1905 1995 1906 1969 1 1     2 
4 馮繼  1889 1966   1 1     2 
5 黃鳳翔      1 1 1 R.I.P.   3 
6 郭順貴 楊齊 1902 1977 1928 1947  1   1 F 2 
7 車懿婷  1949 1965     2 R.I.P. / A   2 
8 金綺蘭  1908 1969   1 1     2 
9 方正銀  1902 1963   1      1 
10 李德隆  1894 1967   1      1 
11 陳聚寶  1909 1963   1  1 A   2 
12 陳謝氏  1976 1962    1     1 
13 蔡慧蓮  1917 1963   1 1     2 
14 李錫勲  1914 1955   1      1 
15 張怡  1930 1970   1 1 1 A   3 
16 衛英  1909 1962   1 1     2 
17 吳少彬 吳倩華 1910 1964 1915 2008   1 R.I.P.   1 
18 陳炳榮  1893 1969   1      1 
19 俞真愛  1885 1960   1      1 
20 英秀蘭 1931 1963    1      1 
21 羅致平 羅妙珊 1912 1972 1912 1972       0 
22 王蘭頤  1949 1963    1 2 R.I.P. / A   3 
23 周申恒  甲午 乙已   1      1 
24 周丁喜  1878 1963   1 1     2 
25 鄭潤生 陳淑貞 1944 1977 1907 1966  1 1 A   2 
26 金子花 陳法明 1906 1970   1 1 1 主曆   3 
27 朱敏興  1901 1967   1 1 1 主曆   3 
28 林莜芬  1900 1966   1 1     2 
29 傅順生  1898 1965   1 1     2 
30 黃秩榮  1879 1944   1      1 
31 楊添之  1905 1969   1      1 
32 周仁軒  1894 1969   1 1     2 
33 楊力之  1903 1972   1  1 R.I.P.   2 
34 趙不巳  1903 1969   1 1 2 PEACE/ A   4 
35 陳梁氏  丁丑 甲申   1      1 
36 黃紹裘  1885 1962    1 1 A   2 
37 陳林氏  1869 1962         0 
38 黃月  1887 1945   2 1     3 
39 張黃氏  丁亥 丁玄         0 
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40 陳玫瑰  1879 1948     1 A   1 
41 陳繼唐  1921 1947         0 
42 黃翠珍  1918 1956   1 1     2 
43 佘孟熙 馮艷哣 1892 1954 1892 1977       0 
44 
歐陽常
廣 
 癸酉 壬申       1 F 1 
45 伍國藩  1920 1935   1  1 永光照之   2 
46 梁黃氏  1894 1943     1 A   1 
47 王馮氏 阮潔嫦 戊寅 癸亥 庚戍 乙亥 1 1     2 
48 黎玫瑰      1      1 
49 梅陳氏  1893 1914    1 1 永光照之   2 
50 蕭嘉鏗      1      1 
51 周燿明  1901 1947     1 A   1 
52 陳潤金  1906 1971   1      1 
53 蔡可芬 鄒知新 1906 1976 壬申 丙戍   1 安息   1 
54 曾美珍  1882 1945         0 
55 江漢輝  1949 1955    1     1 
56 鄧振平  1906 1944         0 
57 車月蓮  1928 1943    1     1 
58 陳省薇  丁卯 甲申       1 F 1 
59 黃轉芹  1903 1958   1 1     2 
60 湯志珍 劉佩琼 1914 1945 1916 1995 1      1 
61 曾智開 陳秀鶑 1908 1944 1907 1945       0 
62 鄺朱氏  1884 1953       1 F 1 
63 湯蕙蓮        3 
A / R.I.P. / Rest 
in peace, 
mama, till we 
meet again. 
1 
Life 
may be 
short, 
love is 
eternal 
4 
64 黃偉達      2      2 
65 梁雪嚴 李月梅     2 1     3 
66 李翰昌 曾建芝 1868 1938 1871 1944 1 1     2 
67 張仲恩 林氏 1887 1942 1890 1973 2 1     3 
68 蔡成書 林春英 1868 1942   1      1 
69 嫁偉仁  1874 1928     1 A   1 
70 張廣祿  1916 1965   1      1 
71 劉伯偉 梁淑賢  1887 1967 1946 1895   1 主曆   1 
72 梁華柱  1908 1987   1      1 
73 何綱建  1870 1939   1      1 
74 王清孄  1925 1932       1 F 1 
75 謝雨明 黎定 1900 1976 1901 1964 1 1     2 
76 梁燿清 歐陽蓮 1917 1942 1919 1966 1      1 
77 廖盤氏  1894 1970   1 1     2 
78 張炳 賴瑞霞         1 F 1 
79 莫珍  1935 1959   1    1 F 1 
80 何啟祥  1912 1951         0 
81 陳曼華  1920 1959   1 1     2 
82 吳煜俊 勞氏  1970   1 1     2 
83 鄺順敬  1888 1948       1 F 1 
84 馮松青  1924 1970   1 1 1 A   3 
85 李秀容  1903 1970   1 1     2 
86 曾茀  1870 1959   2 1     3 
87 戴煥展  1891 1959   1  1 A   2 
88 江彩英  1910 1942    1   1 F 2 
89 李獻祥 霍文典 1871 1937 1881 1957 1 1     2 
90 歐陽氏  1898 1967   1 1     2 
91 黃炳釗 戴裕參 1888 1959 1901 1971 1 1     2 
92 吳觀賢  1894 1959         0 
93 謝景星  1880 1937   1  1 R.I.P.   2 
94 何鴻邦  1913 1965   1 1 1 R.I.P.   3 
95 何仕賢 鄧惠竹 1906 1995 1907 1970 1 1 1 安息主懷   3 
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96 趙嘉城  1890 1966   1 1     2 
97 梁麗生  1889 1970   1 1     2 
98 袁星倫  1904 1958   1 1     2 
99 徐瑞珠 吳雪文      1 1 安息主懷   2 
100 佘蓮娣  1900 1965   1 1     2 
Sub-total: 70 48 32 9 159 
Score for religious elements:  150 
Score for non-religious elements:  9 
Total Score:     159 
 
HCCC 
Data source: Section HV2, HV3, and 4B of HCCC 
Date of data collection: 10
th
 December, 2009 
 
Name Date of 
Cross 
Saint 
Name 
Other religious 
elements 
Non-religio
us 
elements 
Total 
1 2 
Birth 
1 
Death 
1 
Birth 
2 
Death 
2 
1 陸李二  1895 1978   1 1     2 
2 陸兆平  1899 1978   1 1 1 永光照之   3 
3 陳義涕 吳秀娟 1885 1978 1889 1980 1 1     2 
4 許聲泉 崔瑞愛 1911 1978 1912 2002 1 1   1 L 3 
5 何媚  1891 1978   1      1 
6 劉勝荃  1932 1941         0 
7 劉育和  1885 1978   1      1 
8 楊瑞英  1903 1978   1 1     2 
9 李國標  1929 1973   1  2 
R.I.P./ A poet 
mentioning God 
  3 
10 陳老太       1     1 
11 黃冠勲 陳露絲 1912 1979 1919 2008 1      1 
12 歐錦文 莫妙雪 1924 1982 1927 1997 1      1 
13 劉曉雯  1933 1982   1      1 
14 劉章娥  1910 1981    1     1 
15 王伯平  1923 1980   1 1     2 
16 林慕貞  1903 1978   1 1     2 
17 李瑞榮  1892 1879         0 
18 何亞納  1908 1978   1      1 
19 陳少慧 陳洋群 1954 1956 1961 1967 1  1 R.I.P.   2 
20 吳珍珍  1944 1958     1 
She was mammy‟s 
happiness; daddy‟s 
sweetheart but now 
she is God‟s angel. 
  1 
21 任浩宏  1884 1961     1 主曆   1 
22 黃黎氏  1879 1952   1 1     2 
23 馮亦民  甲申 癸卯       1 F 1 
24 曾時怡 朱淑珍 1896 1954 1911 1979 1      1 
25 蔡文蔚  1896 1953   1 1     2 
26 梁孄婉 梁香菊 1879 1952 1882 1958 1 1     2 
27 鮑少燕  1903 1963   3      3 
28 黎淑嫺  1960 1979    1 2 A / R.I.P.   3 
29 馮楚慧  1911 1980    1 2 A/永光照之   3 
30 李戴基  1900 1958   1 1     2 
31 吳徹庭 楊瑞英 1910 1994 1915 1956  1     1 
32 吳謝氏  1899 1960   1 1     2 
33 石瑞琼  1900 1962   1  1 R.I.P.   2 
34 石甄氏  1928 2010   1 1     2 
35 劉陳氏  1891 1963   1      1 
36 吳偉龍      1  2 R.I.P./John XV13 1 
Fire 
officer 
symbol 
4 
37 黎彬  1922 1945    1   1 Epitaph  2 
38 陳紹基  1904 1965   1 1 2 
息止安所 /永光照
之 
  4 
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39 馬仲瑛  1884 1973   1  1 Our Lady   2 
40 葉釗氏 李玉珍 1912 1936 1896 1978 1 1 1 永光照之   3 
41 紀黃氏  壬戍 甲子   1      1 
42 胡趙氏  1878 1953    1     1 
43 郭鳳廷  1877 1871   1  1 R.I.P.   2 
44 譚綺文   1963   1 1 1 永光照之   3 
45 余戴氏      1      1 
46 陳炳南 陳譚氏  1961   1 1     2 
47 釗顧滿  1875 1956   2 1 1 永光照之   4 
48 李國泉 謝頌玲 1872 1942 1882 1955 1 1     2 
49 李秀容 周劉氏 1899 1931 1922 1923 2 1 2 
永光照之 /息止安
所 
  5 
50 林夾民 楊順芳 1889 1965 1905 1964 1 1     2 
51 馬俊駒 馬邱氏     1  1 息止安所   2 
52 麥郭氏  1858 1930   1  1 R.I.P.   2 
53 岑梁氏  卒己 乙巳   1      1 
54 李達 鄧佩環 1913 1964 1914 1994 1      1 
55 莫永貞      2 1 3 
永光照之  / 息止
安所  / 畢世貞修
如一日永年功賞
在今朝 
  6 
56 李興  1815 1905   1 1     2 
57 劉值枝  1899 1966   1      1 
58 楊雲豪  1943 1985   1      1 
59 方偉洲 白雪貞 1908 1987 1912 2004 1 1   1 
生義教
誨使兒
女成立
嚴親遺
訓子孫
須遵守 
3 
60 雷翠琼  1902 1986   1 1     2 
61 蔣多好  1904 1987   1 1   2 F / 2 L 4 
62 譚榮福 關惠愛 1911 1986 1901 2008 1  1 
您俩永遠活在我
們的心間, 上主也
常與你俩心靈同
在. 
  2 
63 李鳳珍  1908 1986   1 1     2 
64 周春英  1924 1986   1      1 
65 呂顯和 葉月貞 1912 1986 1917 2008 1 1     2 
66 陳漢明  1920 1986   1 1     2 
67 譚映嬌  1919 1968   1      1 
68 劉瑞芳  1915 1986   1 1 1 A   3 
69 謝星池  1902 1987   1 1     2 
70 陸蔭亩  1894 1987   1 1   1 L 3 
71 于作仁 叢樹香 1909 1987 1909 1999 1 1     2 
72 鄭陳好  1915 1987   1 1     2 
73 高人和  1925 1987   1      1 
74 伍省賢 何雪珍 1913 1987 1915 2006 1 1     2 
75 楊雪暉  1902 1987   1 1     2 
76 林照英  1913 1987   1 1 1 A 1 F 4 
77 鄭金泉  1955 1987   1      1 
78 許瑟榮  1904 1987   1 1 2 A/息止安所   4 
79 何寶蓮  1939 1987   1      1 
80 梁芳 黃英 1913 1999 1914 1987 1 1 1 A   3 
81 蕭群  1919 1987   1 1     2 
82 梁東生 張妹 1918 1994 1924 1987 1      1 
83 楊寶勤 譚玉珍 1907 1987 1913 2001 1 1     2 
84 黃記生  1930 1987   1      1 
85 梁樹正  1913 1987   1 1     2 
86 蘇月宋  1912 1987   1 1     2 
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87 李合意  1905 1987   1 1     2 
88 楊怡表  1921 1987   1 1     2 
89 蔡勝培  1916 1987   2 1     3 
90 郭清蘭  1903 1987   2      2 
91 饒祥英  1924 1987   1 1     2 
92 陳玉琼  1926 1987   1 1     2 
93 陳玉珍  1935 1987   1 1     2 
94 孫貽俊  1928 1987   2      2 
95 潘少雁  乙未 乙卯   1 1     2 
96 王美英  1902 1987   1 1     2 
97 鍾秀花  1902 1987   1 1 1 A   3 
98 陳昌盛  1938 1987   1 1     2 
99 黃畫桃  1908 1987   1 1     2 
100 鍾慶之  庚戍 丁卯   1      1 
Sub-total: 96 61 34 9 200 
Score for religious elements:  191 
Score for non-religious elements:  9 
Total Score:     200 
 
CCCUP 
Data source: Section C27 andC34 of CCCUP 
Date of data collection: 12
th
 November, 2009 
 
Name Date of 
Cross Other religious elements 
Non- 
religious 
elements 
Total 
1 2 
Birth 
1 
Death 
1 
Birth 
2 
Death 
2 
1 郭樹根 陳左妹     1 1 與主永偕   2 
2 陳如蘭 郭惠瓊     1     1 
3 葉步梯 張玉音 1905 1972 1905 1989 1     1 
4 洪朝年 郭順太 1917 2001 1895 1972 1 2 Abide with me /詩篇 23:1-4   3 
5 歐陽炎 陳玉碧 1914 1969 1920 1972      0 
6 張祥鴻 董妙月 1910 1972 1918 1986 1 1 息勞歸主   2 
7 陳薛太  庚寅 辛亥   1     1 
8 王蘊玉 葉敏恭 1904 1966 1904 1972      0 
9 關東成  1882 1972   1     1 
10 梁雪珍  1933 1952   1 1 與主永偕   2 
11 梁淑芬  1930 1974   1     1 
12 陳清緞  1927 1947   1 1 主懷安息   2 
13 黃仲凱 陳傑英 1896 1979 1898 1974 1 1 主曆   2 
14 陳碧雲  1905 1954   1     1 
15 趙淑潔  1909 1974    2 侯主再臨 /主曆   2 
16 趙瑞棠 譚美珍 1911 1972 1917 2007 1     1 
17 潘翠瓊  1892 1972   1     1 
18 甄英才  1894 1961      1 F 1 
19 吳卓嚴  1914 1931        0 
20 黃楊三  1882 1969   1 1 息其勤勞   1 
21 楊偉成      1     1 
22 鐘偉生 邱菊蕊 1908 1969 1909 2004      0 
23 馬錦德 林淑芳 1913 1969 1926 1986 1     1 
24 姚宜水  1903 1979   1     1 
25 戚文芝  1912 1979   1     1 
26 黃玉雙  1985 1979        0 
27 陳芙  1891 1959   1 2 A / 等主再來   3 
28 馬創進 陳桂卿 1902 1988 1918 1979 1     1 
29 許妙孄  1887 1970        0 
30 陳好  1907 1980   1     1 
31 徐慶麟  庚午 庚戍   1     1 
32 蘇冕  1891 1961    1 主曆   1 
33 梁玉雲  1913 1927        0 
34 江秀芳  1900 1927   1     1 
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35 張國心  1904 1970        0 
36 姚大豐 陳麗儀 1918 1980 1910 1970 1     1 
37 朱雲娣  1935 2007   1 1 主懷安息   2 
38 黎瑞興  1887 1970        0 
39 梁府君 吳金妹 1889 1979 1894 1970 1     1 
40 鄺素英  1906 1927    1 A poet mentioning the Soul 1 
表我哀
思 
2 
41 關肇全  1918 1927   1 1 A   2 
42 陳國貞  1910 1970    1 主曆   1 
43 盧燁  1855 1926   1     1 
44 徐霖  1898 庚戍        0 
45 陶春華 林小蓮 1903 1970 1910 2004      0 
46 劉壁卿  1902 1970   1 1 主懷安息   2 
47 黃金德  1870 1927   1     1 
48 譚中流 余影娥 1896 1970 1908 1999 1     1 
49 葉藹蓉  1936 1970   1 1 主懷安息   2 
50 林珍  甲午 庚戍   1     1 
51 朱見好  1907 1970   1 1 與主永偕   2 
52 李廣栓      1     1 
53 陳帶娣  1900 1927   1     1 
54 卓謝氏  1857 1927   1 1 為主而生 為主而死   2 
55 張英廉 羅愛清 1885 1930 1910 2004 1     1 
56 羅仁生  1923    1 1 基督徒   2 
57 邱思光  1903 1927   1 1 基督徒   2 
58 余飛思  1960 1982   1 1 候主再臨   2 
59 黃楨材      1 1 猛志在長   2 
60 黃新愛  1931 1949   1 2 主懷安息 永活天家   3 
61 林白鸞 
歐陽佩
雲 
1901 1987 1908 2000 1     1 
62 林振威 何玉潔 1896 1985 1900 1995 1     1 
63 林澤生 林梁氏 乙丑 1944 乙巳 1952 1     1 
64 林漢瑋  1922 1952   1     1 
65 張仕煌  1917 1978   1 1 主曆   2 
66 朱杜偉   1962   1     1 
67 董杏莊   1962   1     1 
68 蔡惠良  午戍 1942        0 
69 江銳林   1942   1     1 
70 楊順清  1895 1970   1     1 
71 龐恩澤 何少玉 1916 1994 1917 2001 1 1 主懷安息   2 
72 寵富強  1933 1942   1     1 
73 魯至道 魯唐氏  1965   1     1 
74 吳月蓮  1901 1970    1 主曆   1 
75 馮翠蓮  己未 癸午   1     1 
76 王能為   1942   1     1 
77 何慶林      1     1 
78 梁好 徐項勲 1882 1942 1905 1917 1     1 
79 王慧貞  1908 1970   1     1 
80 陳金源      1     1 
81 游金氏  
同治
9 年 
1912   2     2 
82 黃妙清  1911 1970   1     1 
83 鄭烏氏  1886 1970   1     1 
84 陳好  1888 1967   1     1 
85 候向明  1913 1978        0 
86 梁彬  丁未 壬子   1     1 
87 黎大年  1924 1971   1 1 主曆   2 
88 莫澤基  1894 1871   1   1 F 2 
89 盧北好  1903 1971   1     1 
90 謝良佐   1964   1     1 
91 黃蘭容 關華 1882 1931 1881 1976 1 1 主懷安息   2 
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92 孫德陞 徐翠雲 1907 1970 1916 2006 1 3 
榮耀歸神/ An epitaph  
with bible quotes / 主曆 
  4 
93 陳麗瓊  乙丑 庚戍   1   1 
Always 
in our 
memori
es 
2 
94 陳錦泉 盧弟 1880 1940 1888 1955 1 1 主懷安息   2 
95 柴厚甫  1873 1970   1     1 
96 盧莫氏  1898 1970        0 
97 李益三   1989   1 1 主曆   2 
98 黃玉蘭  1926 1942   1     1 
99 謝庚原  1946 1970    2 主懷安息/Bible Quote 1 F 3 
100 黃吉臣  1883 1960   1 1 主懷安息   2 
Sub-total: 89 39 5 125 
Score for religious elements:  120 
Score for non-religious elements:  5 
Total Score:     125 
 
CCCUK 
Data source: Section R4, 27 A, P11 and P12 of CCCUK 
Date of data collection: 13
th
 November, 2009 
 
Name Date of 
Cross 
Other religious 
elements 
Non-religious 
elements 
Total 
1 2 
Birth 
1 
Death 
1 
Birth 
2 
Death 
2 
1 黃榮耀   1910 1965   1       1 
2 盧桂庭   1877 1941          0 
3 江棠華 張雲珠 1904 1975 1916 1975        0 
4 饒吉雄   1910 1941   1 1 主曆     2 
5 鐘嬌   1868 1941   1       1 
6 李朱氏 李國韋 1882 1941 1902 1992        0 
7 戴偉達 陳潤娣  1938  1947 1       1 
8 丁瑞生  蘇愛華 1904 1966 1908 2002 1       1 
9 關勲棟   1908 2002          0 
10 何興金  1867 1936   1 1 主曆    2 
11 顧志剛   1923 1965    1 
余日人間雖永別 
他朝天國再相逢 
    1 
12 朱善   1882 1941   1       1 
13 陳玉之 何鏡清 1897 1968 1927 1984        0 
14 凌鑑揚 陳福星 1902 1966 1909 1968 1       1 
15 李荷桐       1       1 
16 張惠蘭   1892 1968   1       1 
17 黃如保   1892 1968   1       1 
18 黃成發 陳淑弟 1908 1966 1919 1989 1       1 
19 陳崇華 李彩盛 1894 1966 1895 1990 1       1 
20 潘維仁   1922 1931   1       1 
21 郭妹   1886 1963   1       1 
22 杜湯助 杜雄罡     1 1 與主永偕     2 
23 周就光   1801 1963          0 
24 蘇乾英  1890 1967   1      1 
25 郭日安       1       1 
26 黃宜超    1953   2 1 與主永偕     3 
27 郭百川   1872 1952   1       1 
28 顏炳乾 顏秀英 1917 2001 1903 1913        0 
29 陳韻修  1914 1967    1 R.I.P.    1 
30 梁少明 高德莊 1917 1995 1918 1963 1 1 與主同在     2 
31 湯趙逢   1885 癸卯   1       1 
32 麥秀豐 鄭仕良 1889 1964 1923 1989 1       1 
33 崔伍   1900 1964   1       1 
34 陳兌   1900 1972          0 
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35 李世坤  1910 1964   1   1 永遠愛我的媽媽 2 
36 蘇森   1898 1964          0 
37 咼永成 曾秀華 1917 1968 1926 1986 1 1 與主同在     2 
38 李基 黎帶娣 1906 1964 1911 2004    1 F 1 
39 楊秀帶   1898 1972   1 1 主曆 1 
不患人之不已知 
患不知人也 
3 
40 吳存英   1902 1966   1       1 
41 黃著勲 陳春梅  1993 1893 1966 1       1 
42 伍時其 李美春 1904 1966 1904 1982 1       1 
43 方韋賜 許玉 1914 1964 1923 2006 1 1 與主永偕     2 
44 黃新吟   1936 1966   1       1 
45 
歐陽餘
山 
歐陽璧
霞 
  1970 1989        0 
46 劉三朱       1       1 
47 袁崇錦   1927 1990   1 1 主降     2 
48 黃煒讜   1892 1904   1       1 
49 黃玉   1892 1904   1 1 主後     2 
50 陳安樂       1       1 
51 蘇振榮 蘇李氏     1 1 基督徒     2 
52 吳維謙   1913 1940   1       1 
53 謝素貞 吳克順 1888 1974 1902 1994        0 
54 薛沛勤   1902 1948   1       1 
55 梁壽   1885 1982   1 1 主懷安息     2 
56 邱思連 羅觀英     1       1 
57 鄭桂珍   1923 1965      1 Cloud carving 1 
58 張琼英   1903 1964          0 
59 鄭風   1898 1947   1 1 主懷安息     2 
60 方序東 黃少蘭 1882 1958 1885 1962 1       1 
61 劉金球  1888 1966   1      1 
62 方樂三 馮育英  1901 1968 1901 1981 1 2 候主再臨/ 主曆     3 
63 何荻孄   1886 1966   1       1 
64 張啟仙   1928 1967   2 1 候主再臨     3 
65 余女青    1967   1       1 
66 曾慶素   1880 1967    1 與主永偕     1 
67 陳孄介   丙子 丁午   1       1 
68 韓惠綿   1880 壬午   1 1 基督徒     2 
69 陏玉卿   1897 1968   1       1 
70 唐雪玲       1       1 
71 陳鋈璋       1       1 
72 林奕忠   1902 1966   1       1 
73 陳和音    1968   2 1 感謝主恩     3 
74 林加平    1968   2 1 與主同在     3 
75 伍麗芬   1914 1966   2 1 與主同在     3 
76 徐吳氏       1       1 
77 茹彩蘭   1912 1964   1       1 
78 
司徒春
銀 
  1886 1966      1 L 1 
79 戴秀琼  1881 1964   2       2 
80 彭美  1874 1937   1 2 基督徒 , 主曆    3 
81 陳崑祥   1898 1936   1       1 
82 王竹英   1910 1964   1 1 候主再臨     2 
83 王雲光 謝潤蓮 1899 1978 1904 1956 1       1 
84 葉澄波 刁桂英 乙未 卒丑 戊戍 丙子 1   1 葉府山莊 2 
85 車增令   1898 1964   1 1 息勞歸主     2 
86 江昌軫   1880 1964   1       1 
87 曾蔡妹   甲申 癸卯   1       1 
88 萬壽民   1900 1964   1 1 主後     2 
89 孫謝珍   1870 1964   1 1 候主再臨     2 
90 伍彩杏   1893 1964    1 與主同在     1 
91 李靈光 譚德貞 1903 1999 1909 1964 1 1 牧師     2 
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92 張耀義    1956   1       1 
93 袁鴻勲 戎玉琴 1918 1983 1822 1994 1 1 牧師     2 
94 盧繼 黃五     1       1 
95 黃晃岩    1937    1 息勞歸主    1 
96 梁月金   1989 1964   1       1 
97 胡惠   1890 1963   1       1 
98 吳章鴻   1891 1963   1 1 安息主懷     2 
99 麥熾   1898 1963    1 候主再臨     1 
100 張炳富 李餘美 1904 1967 1907 1980  1 息勞歸主     1 
Sub-total: 84 36 6 126 
Score for religious elements:  120 
Score for non-religious elements:  6 
Total Score:     126 
 
MC 
Data source: Section 4 of MC 
Date of data collection: 17
th
 November, 2009 
 Name 
Date of 
Symbol 
Islamic 
Word 
Other religious 
elements 
Non-religious elements Total 
Birth Death 
1 馬汝發 1917 2005 1 1       2 
2 巧燕賢    1       1 
3 童本沅 1949 2004  1       1 
4 劉寶華 癸酉 丁卯         0 
5 楊劉氏 卒巳 己巳         0 
6 何羅氏           0 
7 楊玉瑩 1886 1946  1       1 
8 
Aslam 
Knah 
1945 1967  1   1 
To some you may be forgotten. To 
others just part of the past. But in 
our hearts lie memories that'll 
forever last 
2 
9 鮑保氏 己卒 任午  1       1 
10 羅蘭英 1904 1984  1       1 
11 蕭馬氏    1       1 
12 楊東 1902 1966  1       1 
13 羽麥氏 1882 1942  1       1 
14 張樂 1912 1987  1       1 
15 薩治芝 1879 1966  1       1 
16 馬瑞生    1       1 
17 
Kashim  
Rumjahn 
1920 1987 1        1 
18 楊梅卿 1927 1942 1        1 
19 
Hazara 
Helen 
Hoffman 
 1987         0 
20 
Robert 
Aboul 
Abbas 
 1986 1 1 1 
REST IN 
PEACE 
    3 
21 
Ghaus 
Mohamed 
1891 1974 1        1 
22 何月娥 1887 1985  1       1 
23 哈太安    1       1 
24 楊兆和 1913 1985  1       1 
25 楊禮卿 1907 1965 1 1       2 
26 羅麗芳 1911 1985  1       1 
27 Sheik Ally 1837 1877     1 killed by pirates 1 
28 劉有順 1926 1986 1 1       2 
29 
Khatija 
Ganni 
1920 1992 1 1       2 
30 Ali Ahmed 1913 1985 1 1       2 
31 
Rukiya 
Ismail 
1910 1987 1        1 
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32 楊安人 1889 1932  1       1 
33 
Gulab 
Manub 
1883 1967 1        1 
34 白楊氏 1900 1985     2 劬勞永憶 / An epitaph  2 
35 馬菊香 1904 1992  1       1 
36 楊嘉譽 1920 1965  1       1 
37 脫鮑氏 1903 1967  1       1 
38 劉長盛 1917 2005  1       1 
39 白榮璋 1891 1968  1       1 
40 馬楊三 1873 1943 1 1       2 
41 白楊氏 1884 1984  1       1 
42 
Katijah 
Karadoh 
1878 1967 1 1       2 
43 楊俊卿 1902 1942 1 1       2 
44 
Halimah 
Bux 
1899 1974  1       1 
45 馬海豐 1920 1956 1 1       2 
46 態薩氏 1903 1967 1 1       2 
47 李慕蓮 1913 1974  1       1 
48 蔡麗娥 1953 2004 1 1       2 
49 
Kader 
Mohamed 
1929 1978         0 
50 何慧珠 1922 1995  1       1 
51 董張氏 甲子 庚辰         0 
52 馬艷清 1939 2004  1       1 
53 薩蕙芝 1916 1942  1       1 
54 馬亮才 1912 1985  1       1 
55 
Zobedia 
Gulamali 
1917 1974 1 1       2 
56 
Robert 
Gulamali 
1918 1974 1 1       2 
57 楊薩氏 1904 1982  1       1 
58 楊介修 1911 1982  1       1 
59 
Alfred 
Jackson  
1896 1967 1 1       2 
60 李安智 1947 1972  1       1 
61 黃應生 1905 1972  1       1 
62 朱碩盤 甲子 丁未  1       1 
63 徐錦享 1916 1986  1       1 
64 馬庭領 1903 1980  1       1 
65 
Abdul 
Aziz 
1917 1985 1 1       2 
66 楊醒    1       1 
67 楊黃氏 1900 1979         0 
68 馮氏 1896 1978  1       1 
69 楊氏 1902 1946 1 1       2 
70 傅麗珍 1941 1992  1       1 
71 
Halima 
Bibi Nabi 
1910 1924         0 
72 虎玉珍 1895 1972  1       1 
73 劉有烓 1898 1924         0 
74 王忠仁           0 
75 馬紹安 1919 1980 1 1       2 
76 李守恩 1904 1980  1       1 
77 簡德明 1931 1980 1 1       2 
78 珍達堯明 1915 1967 1 1       2 
79 馬慧蘭 戊申 壬戍 1 1       2 
80 海蘭英 1936 1984  1       1 
81 黃楊氏 1881 1975 1 1       2 
82 楊賢 1909 1979 1 1       2 
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83 薩汝權 1926 1980  1       1 
84 何馬田   1        1 
85 馬少若 1911 1992         0 
86 
Harera 
Ismail 
1909 2005 1 1       2 
87 梁佩馨 1910 1976  1       1 
88 博守勤 1895 1966 1 1       2 
89 楊亞滿 1872 1903 1 1       2 
90 羅汝敦 1946 1993         0 
91 劉有葇 1944 1967 1 1       2 
92 周炳才 1902 1972         0 
93 簡黃氏 1909 1985  1       1 
94 陳兆濤 1903 1978  1       1 
95 王國權 1943 1974 1 1       2 
96 馬惠義 1926 1974 1 1       2 
97 
Mohamed 
Farid 
1909 1972 1 1       2 
98 Yip Ho 1924 1976 1 1       2 
99 楊介炎 1908 1972  1       1 
100 馬惠泉 1894 1976  1        1 
Sub-total: 37 79 1 4 121 
Score for religious elements:  117 
Score for non-religious elements:  4 
Total Score:     121 
 
HKBC 
Data source 文台, 光台 and 劍台 of HKBC 
Date of data collection: 14
th
 December, 2009 
 
Name Date of 
Religious elements Non-religious elements Total 
1 2 Birth 1 Death 1 Birth 2 Death 2 
1 劉杏平  丙申 辛未          0 
2 黃茗芳  己未 辛未          0 
3 蔡芷欣  1989 2002      1 
An article titled "生命
" composed by the 
deceased 
1 
4 黃文香  1914 2001          0 
5 潘麗娥  庚申 壬申          0 
6 李鄺氏  1989 1992          0 
7 鄧定心  1921 1991          0 
8 薛綽庭  1878 1966      1 F 1 
9 談球  1911 1966      1 F 1 
10 葉景生 鄭麗芳 1904 1979 1911 1966   1 F 1 
11 梁杏  1896 1966          0 
12 劉李氏    1966          0 
13 陸日華 陸彭氏 1872 1931 1880 1966   1 F 1 
14 譚國樑  戍申 乙巳          0 
15 黃驪珠  1917 1966          0 
16 徐張氏  辛亥 乙巳          0 
17 高蕙文  1925 2005    1 佛光普照 1 F 2 
18 伍余氏  甲申 乙巳          0 
19 鄭成球    1966          0 
20 雷蘇  癸卯 乙巳          0 
21 袁陳氏  1984 1915          0 
22 何靜波  乙丑 乙巳          0 
23 姜發興  己巳 乙巳          0 
24 雷劉氏  丙戍 丙午          0 
25 鄺懷  癸卯 丙午          0 
26 劉氏  壬申 丙午          0 
27 鄒元扶  1897 1966      1 F 1 
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28 郭亞照 鄭德孝             0 
29 區富照  丁未 丙午          0 
30 梅朱氏  丙戍 丙午          0 
31 黃維群  卒丑 丙午          0 
32 鄧王氏  戍申 丙午          0 
33 張德林 蔣菊香 1899 1966          0 
34 馮黎氏  1871 1966          0 
35 陸廷週  辛丑 丙午          0 
36 鄭根 盧妹 甲申 乙巳          0 
37 何雨波  丙申 乙巳          0 
38 鄧黃氏  乙酉 乙巳          0 
39 倪徐氏  壬午 乙巳          0 
40 李豪年  1880 1965          0 
41 王雅  壬寅 乙巳          0 
42 李渭彬  壬辰 乙巳          0 
43 陳湖大  1890 1965          0 
44 鄒永財  1905 1965          0 
45 黎氏  辛丑 乙巳          0 
46 陳笑珍  甲戍 乙巳          0 
47 李紹南  1884 1965          0 
48 甄庭寬 余順 丁亥 乙巳 丁亥 癸丑       0 
49 霍炎貞  1887 1965      1 清授朝議大夫 1 
50 顧愛琴  1914 2003      2 L / Epitaph 2 
51 呂綠    乙巳          0 
52 羅滔  1909 1965          0 
53 吳定意  1892 1965          0 
54 陳妹 陸嶺 乙亥 乙巳 癸丑 癸酉   1 F 1 
55 王梁氏  辛亥 乙巳          0 
56 益桞 馬興 癸未 乙巳          0 
57 雷法琼  壬午 乙巳          0 
58 葉兆麟  癸丑 乙巳          0 
59 趙汝濱  庚申 乙巳          0 
60 鄭金球              0 
61 陳樹勲  甲申 乙巳          0 
62 梁樹芬  卒卯 民乙巳          0 
63 王根  癸丑 乙巳      1 Carving: cloud 1 
64 朱劍  癸丑 己巳          0 
65 梁盧氏              0 
66 林成就 黃妹 1889 1942 1889 1954   1 L 1 
67 郭金照  乙酉 乙巳          0 
68 伍林氏  1905 1965          0 
69 吳李氏  丁未 乙巳          0 
70 陳廣大  1887 1964          0 
71 何黃氏  庚寅 乙巳          0 
72 
司徒雙
接 
司徒張
氏 
庚辰 乙巳 癸未 癸丑       0 
73 麥庚榮 黃順 1898 1965 1903 2002       0 
74 陳志成  1923 1965          0 
75 梁翰昌    1966          0 
76 馬澄甫  1900 2007      3 
L/ 1 pattern crave, 2 
statues of peaches 
3 
77 李俊財 李莊氏 己丑 壬午 庚子 乙巳       0 
78 孫學明  1965           0 
79 林順安              0 
80 詹發  己酉 乙巳          0 
81 袁耀錫 劉桂陸 己亥 丁未 辛丑 乙巳   2 L / F 2 
82 任盧氏  辛亥 乙巳          0 
83 何宗恒 何林蓉 癸巳 乙巳          0 
84 余文元  庚子 丙午          0 
85 何阿翠  丙申 乙巳          0 
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86 李際荗  1864 1965          0 
87 張陳氏    1965          0 
88 李其興  卒酉 乙巳          0 
89 鍾黃氏  戍戍 庚午          0 
90 陳伍氏  1904 1965          0 
91 劉黃氏          1 Epitaph 1 
92 屠鳴皋  癸卯 乙巳          0 
93 謝天安  乙丑 乙巳          0 
94 許黃氏  1908 1965          0 
95 趙何氏    1966   1 
木山坐午向子
兼丙壬之原 
   1 
96 金琴芳  丁丑 乙巳          0 
97 方李氏  丁未 乙巳          0 
98 林子氏  丁酉 乙巳          0 
99 梁保道  甲午           0 
100 關鄧氏   乙未 乙巳             0 
Sub-total: 2 19 21 
Score for religious elements:  2 
Score for non-religious elements:  19 
Total Score:     21 
 
CWCPC 
Data source: Section 28.16 台(坐) and 28.7 台(洪) of CWCPC 
Date of data collection: 10
th
 December, 2009 
 
Name Date of 
Religious elements Non-religious elements Total 
1 2 Birth 1 Death 1 Birth 2 Death 2 
1 劉衝珊  光緒 5 1968       0 
2 吳登枝  1912 2000          0 
3 林劉氏    己酉   1 輿師張樂天定針   1 
4 陳福謙 盧鳳珍 甲午 戍申 丁未 庚戍       0 
5 胡星巖   壬辰 戍申         0 
6 李波             0 
7 黎敬樂   丙午 戍申         0 
8 麥九如   辛亥 戍申         0 
9 劉杰熊 蘇麗金 庚戍 戍申 卒未 庚午       0 
10 余維森   壬子 戍申         0 
11 朱易氏   丙申 戍申         0 
12 陳本直 陳何麗 1890 1968 1887 1978       0 
13 余近如   申午 戍申         0 
14 張仲榮 李惠珍 1925 1968 1927 1977     1 F 1 
15 李碩周   戍申 戍申         0 
16 許傳焜   丙辰 戍申         0 
17 朱德簡   乙未 戍申         0 
18 鍾李氏   申戍 戍申         0 
19 朱榮湛   1920 1968         0 
20 
何文田 何蓉卿 
  
 戍申   
  
  
  
  
  0 
何麗文 
21 賴秀芬   1893 1968         0 
22 周美玉   卒丑 戍申         0 
23 黃清   癸丑 戍申         0 
24 李精一   卒卯 戍申         0 
25 楊何如    1968         0 
26 余馬氏   1922 1968         0 
27 嚴羅氏    1969         0 
28 楊東黎   1907 1968         0 
29 張財均   乙丑 戍申         0 
30 王曰全   癸卯 戍申       1 
曰絢光長懷德宇 
全歸福壽永奠佳城 
1 
31 黃李氏             0 
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32 鍾沃池   癸亥 戍申         0 
33 葉江氏   己丑 甲辰         0 
34 余張氏   庚辰 甲辰         0 
35 張若鵬 張耀澄 1894 1964 1923 2009 1 Cross   1 
36 李玉閑   1918 1998       1 F 1 
37 張煥彩   1889 1964       1 F 1 
38 鄭麥氏    戍于 癸卯         0 
39 林和敬   卒卯 甲辰       1 F 1 
40 陳克佳    1964         0 
41 李成纘   戍子 甲辰         0 
42 陳黃氏   乙己 甲辰         0 
43 熊成彭   壬戍 甲辰         0 
44 譚志遠    1964       1 F 1 
45 林樹東   丙申 甲辰         0 
46 陸康花   庚子 甲辰         0 
47 葉鄔氏   戍戍 甲辰         0 
48 黃均 胡卿 1912 1964 1927 2004       0 
49 鄒錦堂   甲申 甲辰         0 
50 崔羅氏   庚辰 甲辰         0 
51 周道生   1908 1964         0 
52 朱陳氏   1916 1964         0 
53 阮維森   1886 1953         0 
54 梁伍氏             0 
55 陳冬梅    1971         0 
56 金賢龍   1905 1964         0 
57 聶冠洲   戍申 甲辰         0 
58 徐殿章  丁亥 甲辰   1 Cross    1 
59 蕭關氏    1964         0 
60 何省三 盧惠珊 辛亥 丙于 己酉 甲辰       0 
61 李其添   癸亥 甲辰         0 
62 黎翕如   1890 1964         0 
63 羅杜氏   庚子 甲辰         0 
64 關伯華   甲辰 甲辰         0 
65 老梓賢   丙申 甲辰         0 
66 鄧金蓮   1922 2000       1 L 1 
67 李和康   甲辰 甲辰         0 
68 蔡銀聊   丙甲 甲辰         0 
69 張李氏   卒巳 甲辰         0 
70 陳文裕   庚辰 甲辰         0 
71 黎陳氏       1 Cross 1 坐午向子復卦初爻 2 
72 程棣明   甲辰 甲辰         0 
73 何伯敬   丙申 甲辰         0 
74 梁新   卒丑 甲辰         0 
75 李林氏   丙戍 甲辰         0 
76 黎年熙    1964         0 
77 李京華   任辰 甲辰         0 
78 呂鏡溪   1891 1964         0 
79 鄧謝氏   戍戍 甲辰         0 
80 蘇灌澄   丙申 甲辰         0 
81 姚唐氏   丙戍 甲辰         0 
82 余禎慶   癸未 甲辰         0 
83 唐慶聊   丙申 甲辰         0 
84 郭霞   甲戍 甲辰         0 
85 盧沛忠   癸卯 甲辰         0 
86 蔡清奕   1881 1964         0 
87 黎思泉 葉鳳寶 丁酉 甲辰 乙未 甲午       0 
88 鄭維麟    1965         0 
89 莫平波 莫光耀 1883 1964 1919 2002     1 莫禮賢堂先塋 1 
90 周朝夏   乙未 1964         0 
91 蕭耀鴻 張瑞芳 1895 1964 1097 1977     1 F 1 
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92 何和彬 1937 1937 2002       1 L 1 
93 許林氏   庚子 甲辰         0 
94 梁樹基   1941 1964         0 
95 黃王賓    1964         0 
96 梁耀登   1923 2003         0 
97 李銘   1895 1964         0 
98 何振光 何陳氏 乙酉 甲辰         0 
99 鄺黃氏   甲申 甲辰         0 
100 吳木火 趙鐵 癸丑 庚申 甲辰 己酉     1 L 1 
Sub-total: 4  12 16 
Score for religious elements:  4 
Score for non-religious elements:  12 
Total Score:     16 
 
DHUC 
Data source: Section 48.8 of DHUC 
Date of data collection: 9
th
 December, 2009 
 
Name Date of 
Religious elements Non-religious elements Total 
1 2 Birth 1 Death 1 
1 
劉何氏 劉河約   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
0 劉王氏 
劉江氏 
劉惠萍 
2 李國    己丑   1 L 1 
3 張淐    辛丑       0 
4 鄧嬌    1947       0 
5 單細婈 單何氏           0 
6 關王氏    1957       0 
7 楊敦興 盧金錢           0 
8 彭陳氏            0 
9 黎有七    1946       0 
10 彭梁氏            0 
11 馬美香            0 
12 陳李氏            0 
13 陳張氏    1965       0 
14 李林熾 高旺   庚屒       0 
15 鄺强修 鄺李氏 丙戍 癸未       0 
16 何錫穎            0 
17 王愛玉 趙鏞康        0 
18 方箏彝            0 
19 方華國            0 
20 方童蒼            0 
21 方繩益            0 
22 伍元廣            0 
23 余和深  1910 1952       0 
24 陸文曰            0 
25 鄺沃            0 
26 劉清華            0 
27 張蔣氏            0 
28 王曰            0 
29 黎進 黎楊氏           0 
30 何永芳 何李氏           0 
31 馬光澤 馬李氏           0 
32 蔡雷氏 蔡乙垣            0 
33 阮黃氏    1946       0 
34 黃雲之 黃王氏           0 
35 趙國堯 陳笑圓   1948       0 
36 李賢釗 李黃氏   1948       0 
37 陳楊氏            0 
38 方奐質    丁酉       0 
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39 陳木溪    1948       0 
40 周鑑堯            0 
41 李尹氏            0 
42 
梁趙歡 
梁華封 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
0 
梁趙氏 
43 
余炳安 余梁氏   
  
  
1948 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
0 鄧若時 李潤芳 
余信財 陳彩 
44 衛子淙 衛國炬   1948       0 
45 黃細妹    1948       0 
46 任兆容 蔣芬   1948       0 
47 
朱耀 朱剛常   
  
1948 
1948 
  
  
  
  
  
0 
朱亞貴 朱黃氏 
48 李桂福    1948       0 
49 張煥媚    1948 
  
  
  
  
  
0 
0  張桂東 張桂昆   1939 
50 何啟秀    1948       0 
51 陳良廣    1948       0 
52 周郭氏    1948   1 L 1 
53 彭橋之    1948       0 
54 楊桂傑            0 
55 馮金滿            0 
56 梁亮    1948       0 
57 黃應 黃大順   1948       0 
58 何黎氏            0 
59 麥偉良    1948       0 
60 洪恩    1948       0 
61 關李氏    1947       0 
62 
莫司徒
氏 
           0 
63 黎漢初            0 
64 郭松柏 郭曾氏           0 
65 陳彥維 陳梁氏           0 
66 
何梁氏 
何鉅階 
  
  
1948 
  
  
  
  
  
  
0 
何炎章 
67 
司徒李
氏 
           0 
68 蘇何氏 何國賢   1948       0 
69 
陳龐氏 
陳達有 
  
  
  
1948 
  
  
  
  
  
0 
陳程氏 
70 郭王氏    1946       0 
71 譚陳氏            0 
72 黎熠蓉 李雲山           0 
73 譚添    1949       0 
74 蕭創發        1 L 1 
75 劉榮波    1948       0 
76 陳如星    1948       0 
77 黃繼鑫    1948       0 
78 
盧黃氏 盧凌水   
  
1948 
  
  
1 
  
L 
  
1 
盧強 盧陳氏 
79 彭葉氏    1948       0 
80 黃品三    1948       0 
81 麥劉氏    1948       0 
82 黃火 黃陳氏   1948       0 
83 
李華彬 
李何氏 
  
  
  
1948 
  
  
  
  
  
0 
李馮氏 
84 莫吳氏            0 
85 區迎春    1948       0 
86 袁添國    1948       0 
87 林淑輝    1948       0 
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88 黃二姑            0 
89 廖鄧氏            0 
90 張何氏 何神夫   1948, 1973 1 Cross     1 
91 謝王氏            0 
92 郭悅宜            0 
93 何錦國        1 L 1 
94 何友祥    1948       0 
95 陳李氏            0 
96 何林氏            0 
97 黃余氏            0 
98 陳黎氏        1 L 1 
99 李鈺泉 李邸氏   1948       0 
100 余關氏     1948         0 
Sub-total: 1  6  7 
Score for religious elements:  1 
Score for non-religious elements:  6 
Total Score:     7 
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